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Abstract
Although photographs are a vital record of business they have not
been given the
attention they should receive in the records management held, which
has focused heavily
on textual records. This thesis examines the photographic records
of Manitoba Hydro,

Manitoba's largest Crown Corporation. Manitoba Hydro's vast volumes

of

photographs

capture the visual history of all aspects of the corporation's multifaceted,
province-wide

work, and thus of many aspects of life in Manitoba. These valuable photographs
need to
be managed appropriately

if they

are to be used effectively by the corporation and

citizens of Manitoba. The thesis outlines past and current uses of photographs
by

Manitoba Hydro, its curuent methods of managing photographs, and
suggests how its
photographs might be better integrated into company's records
management system. The
thesis aims to help

hll

a gap in the records management literature in regard to records

management for photo graphs.
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Introduction

Manitoba Hydro and its predecessor hydro-electric companies have long been
among the most important institutions in Manitoba. Today, Manitoba Hydro is the
largest Crown Corporation in the province and is a key driver of the province's economy.

In2007 its revenue was listed at $2.5 billion. Net income for the same year was $346

million. Hydro employs around 6,000 people, who work throughout

the province. Hydro

affects every geographical area and segment of the Manitoba economy. Its new

downtown Winnipeg off,rce building is intended to be a key statement of its centrality in
Manitoba's economy and society and its progressiveness. The new building will be the
fourth tallest one in the city and is to be one of the most energy efficient buildings of its
size in Norlh America.

Manitoba Hydro's records are extraordinarily valuable information resources
about the province both past and present. The Records Management service at Hydro has

custody of over 40,000 boxes containing a wide variety records. Approximately 3/4

of

them date from 1961, or after the incorporation of Manitoba Hydro. Hydro's
photographs form a very lalge and important component of the company's records.
Indeed, outside the Manitoba government's photographs (taken as a whole), Manitoba

Hydro's photographs may well be the single rnost imporlant body of historical and
contemporary pliotographs about Manitoba. These pliotographs are among the most
extensive parts of Hydro's archival records. A current estimate of the number

of

photographs in the control of Manitoba Hydlo is about two million images in various
physical and digital fonnats. Most of these images, however, are not in Recol.ds

Management's custody. They are stored throughout the corporation. Records
Management does have a large quantity of the company's historical photographs.
Photographs continue to be a major type of document created by Hydro.
And since

digital technologies have made taking photographs so much easier their numbers
have
increased dramatically. That too simply shows how reliant Manitoba
Hydro remains on

photographs.

This large and rapidly increasing volume of photographs poses a major records
management challenge. Archival and especially records management
literature has not
responded well to

it.

While archival literature on managing photographs has developed

considerably in recent decades, records management for photographs
has not. The
records management profession is

still overwhelmingly concerned about textual records,

whether paper or electronic. As a measure of the increasing imporlance
of Ma¡itoba
Hydro's tecotds, Hydro has recently launched a new and revitalized records
management
system through a project entitled

'Worksmart'. Although the project promotes better

overall management of information, it does not as yet specifically address pliotographs

such. Still, it does provide

a broad basis

as

for better management of them.

Since proper management of this vast visual information resource is
important to

Manitoba Hydro and the people of Manitoba, this thesis will suggest how
Manitoba
Hydro might enhance the new records lnanagement system in order to incorporate
photographs into it in a more deliberate manner. This thesis is intended
to be a

contribution to historical research on Manitoba, archival studies, and, especially,
the

limited litelatule on lecords management for photographs. It is hoped that
the thesis will

help make these vitally important image records useful for the various management
and
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historical purposes they have in Manitoba Hydro and Manitoba society.
This thesis will begin with an examination of the historical and administrative
value of the corporate photographs of Manitoba Hydro. Photographs are
a type of record.

As records of the cotporation they have a variety of values to the company
and society.
These values may be operational, legal, administrative, historical, or
a combination

of

one or more depending on the needs and interests of the viewer of the photograph.

All

photographs are evidence of an event, such as a technical operation
by Hydro, that both
the company and society may require for historical research, administrative

accountability, and effective day-to-day operation of the company. Thus, photographs
are a vital corporate and societal asset and should be handled as such.

While companies like Manitoba Hydro have been excellent at clicking the
shutter
of the camera and amassing large collections of photographs, they have not
always
managed them

well. For example, they have not necessarily surrounded them with

the

contextual information about why they were created, when, and by whom
that e¡ables
them to stand up as a corporate lecord over tirne. Also, companies often
manage
pliotographs in a highly decentralized manner. At Manitoba Hydro,
the person or unit

taking tlie photographs is responsible for managing them. Therefore, every
image taker

in every depaftment has formulated

a

distinct scheme for organizing their unit's

photographs. These systems range from binders arranged by title and year,
to databases,
to electronic filing systems using the digital camera's numbering system. Absence
of
sufficient contextual information and decentralizedmanagement of photographs
undermine the value of photoglaphic evidence and make long-term pr.eservation

of

intelligible photographs harder to achieve. Given the difficulties presented to records
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managers and archivists by preservation of digital photographs in particular, corporations

must invest more in managing their photographic records or the visual history

of

companies like Hydro and the communities they serve will be lost.
There is also legislation goveming Manitoba Hydro that affects the management
and accessibility of its records, including photographs. Manitoba Hydro is a crown

corporation of the province of Manitoba and falls under the jurisdiction of the Manitoba

Archives and Recordkeeping Act, which promotes the management of the life cycle

of

records. Manitoba Hydro is also governed by the Manitoba Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, which strives to balance the right of access to information with
restrictions on access to confidential information. In effect these laws place an obligation
on Manitoba Hydro to do a better

job of records management for its photogr-aphs. These

acts cannot be complied with without sound records management for all records,

including photographs, as photographs contain both accessible and confidential
information.
This thesis offers a case study analysis of Manitoba Hydro photographs. It will
analyze the role of photographs in the company's work, the contribution of photographs

to an understanding of the company's administration and history, the current physical
condition and organization of the company's photographic images, review archival and
records management literature and theory pertinent to photographs, and make

recommendations on how to improve the company's records management system for
these photographs.

Chapter one, looks at the past and current archival and records

management
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theoretical writing on photographs. It will be evident that there
is limited guidance in this
literature on records management for photographs. This thesis
aims to help

two supports this goal by providing

a general

fill

this gap. Chapter

overview of the history of Manitoba Hydro,

the early role of photography in the work of the company's predecessors,
and the

contribution of photographs to a better understanding of them and
Manitoba history.
Manitoba Hydro is the product of amalgamations of different companies.
The company
has a rich corporate and pictorial history dating not only from
its establishment

in 1961 ,

but across the history of its many predecessor Manitoba electric power
supply companies.

This chapter will discuss why the company was founded and outline
its administrative
history and cunent functions. Photographs that illustrate company
history will be
highlighted as a sample from its rich collection. Photographs of generating
stations,
transmission lines, substations and terminal stations, construction
equipment, people at

work, lighting, landscape/wilderness, annual corporate events such
as picnics and sports
events, and ceremonial openings and signings

will

be discussed. This chapter

will

summarize how these photographs illustrate the history of the corporation
and the history

of Manitoba. These photographs are not only necessary to the corporation
but also to
historians and other scholars. They can enlighten scholars and
anyone interested in

Manitoba's history on social and economic activities fi.om modes
of dress and town
centennials to environmental concerns about changing landscapes,
to name but a few

topics' Thus, Manitoba Hydro's corporate collection of images contains
rich information
about a variety of aspects of Manitoba history.

Chapter th¡ee demonstrates how Manitoba Hydro uses photographs today in all

units of the cotporation. Photographs are used to aid various corporate functions. The
Environmental &. Land Use Planning Department uses them to determine liabilities. The
Public Affairs Department needs photographs for the annual report that display an event
that the company is proud of or to defend public statements made by Manitoba Hydro.
Technical photographs may be needed to maintain or modif, existing facilities. This
chapter

will

the present

discuss where, why and how photographs can be used by the corporation at

time. Specific examples will be given for the following: exhibitions;

publications; newsletters; internal and public presentations; technical functions; and
litigation.
Chapter four provides an overview of the existing physical and organizational
state of Manitoba Hydro's photograph collection. It

will

discuss the general dimensions

of the corporation's photograph collection, where they are created in the company, and
how tlrey are organized. The photographs are located in various buildings under different
corporate divisions. The areas that will be looked at in this thesis are Public Affairs,

Manitoba Electrical Museum Incorporated, Records Management, and Civil Engineering.
These units have their own systems of managing photographic records. Information for
each area

will

be provided on the types of these systems, approximate number

of

photographs in the collection, physical storage and environment where the images are
maintained, the quality of the description of or the contextual inforrnation about the
inrages, and the accessibility of the irnages. \n2002 digital photograplis began to replace

conventional photography at Manitoba Hydro. This has caused changes

i¡

tlie

organization of the Manitoba Hydro photograph collection that will also be outlined.

This chapter will provide an overview of the way in
which photographs are physically

1

stored andorganized in the corporation atpresent.

chapter five suggests how an improved records management
system for Manitoba
Hydro photographs might be created. It also includes
consideration of the proper
physical environment for storage of the photographs
and conservation measures that
might be taken to maintain them more effectively for
future use. various means of
enhancing intellectual control of the photographs
will be discussed: implementation of an
organized filing system; policies and forms for more
careful management of the
photographs; and better means of description of
contextual information for access to and
interpretation of the photographs. Chapter five

will

discuss the creation of a

comprehensive records management system that will
enable images to be linked to their
context of creation

-

or information about who took them why, when, and
where.

It should be noted that photographs

are a type

of evidence and must retain links to

their context and provenance so that they remain as
useful as possible to the corporation
and others.

Chapter One
Photographs in Archival and Records Management Literature: An Overview

Photographs have not been discussed in great depth in the records management

literature and, until recently, archival literature as well. Canadian archivist Hugh Taylor
noted in 1979 that "photographs were long ignored as records in the archival sense".l

Both the records management and archival fields have been more concerned with textual
records and slow both to recognize the importance of photographs as a type of record

with evidential value equivalent to that of textual records and to establish well considered
means of managing photographs.

The first widely accepted work on archival administration was the Dutch Manual

for

the Arrangement and Description of Archives published

in 1898 by Muller, Feith and

Fruin.2 It does not, however, include information on photographs. In fact, the authors
state that objects other than "written documents, drawings and printed matter

... cannot

fonn part of the archival collection."3 The most highly influential archival manual in
English in the first half of the twentieth century, British archivist Hilary Jenkinson's 1922

'Hugh Taylor, "Documerìtary Art and the Role of the Archivisr," American Archivist42 (October, 1979),
419.
2Sanruel

Muller, Johan Feith and Robert Frtin, Marualfor the Atangentent and Description of Archives.
Translation of the second edition by Arthur H. Leavitt. (New York, H.W. Wilson Co., 1968).

trbid.,

r

s.

A Manual for Archives Administration, only briefly mentions photographr.o J"nkinsort
did not consider photographs to be as important as textual records. He states that
"modern photographic process reproductions are common among archival holdings
...
but these are general cases of 'annexing'." By 'annexed,' he means, ,.something of the
size to be fastened to or conveniently associated with the document to which

t

it belongs.,'

Fot Jenkinson photographs are valuable mainly when linked to the textual documents

they accompany. He does not provide any discussion of the archival treatment

of

photographs beyond their physical preservation.

American archivist T.R. Schellenberg wrote the other most influential archival
books in English in the mid-twentieth century. In his 1965 The Managemenr of Archives,

which does contain a componeut on the "Arrangement and Description of pictorial
Records," he pointed to the limited attention they had as yet received by saying that.,the
methods for amanging and describing pictorial records have not been fully def,ined, much
less standardized."6 Schellenberg did not do much to correct this problem. He

downplayed the evidential value of photographs as records of the actions of those who

took them. He said they are "mainly important from the point of view of their subject
mattet, not from the point of view of their provenance and functional or.iginals.,'7 He

justifies this stance with the following:

uHilary
1931.

Jenkinson, A Manual of Archive Aclministration (London, P. Lund, Humphries, revised
edition,

'rbid., o.
oT.R'

Schellenberg, The Managemenl of Arcltit,es (New York: Colurnbia University press, 1965),
322.

7lbid.,:zs.

t0
Information on the provenance of pictorial records ... is relatively
unimportant. Such information is useful mainly in helping interpiet
pictures - to identif,i the time and place at which they^weie proåuced
and the subjects to which they relate. Information on the
funìtional
origins of pictorial records is also relatively unimportant. While they
may relate to activity, such records are ordinarily not produced
for
purposes of action and are not truly organic in character.
They are
usually Ploduced to record information or to stimulate emotiónal
."rpoats".8
Thus, photographs were not considered to be important evidence
of an action. They were
a second-class source of information of that

kind. They were useful mainly

as sources

of

largely mute illustration of people, places, and objects.

An early study of archival appraisal criteria published by the Society
of
American Archivists in 1917 by Maynard Brichford also downplayed
the value of visual
records when compared with documents in textual form. He
agreed that general
standards ofappraisal should be utilized for non-textual records,
yet added that special

considerations such as "quantity", "quality', and ,.significance

of compositional

anangement" must be applied to photographs.e Brichford's treatment
of photographs,
along with Schellenberg's, is apparently based upon the belief
that they are generated

only for the purposes peripheral to the primary functions of organizations,
or,

as

Brichford says, "...for a gift or a publication .... Photographs, like
artifacts, have unique
values for exhibition."I

o

trbid.
eMaynard

J' Brichford,
and Manusc¡'ipts; Appraisal ancl Accessioning (Chicago: Society
of
1:':!ir:es
American Archivists, lgjj),
3-4.
'orbid.
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By the 1970s a shift in archival thinking about managing
photographs can also be
detected with the 'rediscovery' of the idea of provenance.
As archivists sought to cope

with the ever increasing volume and variety of records
and the rapidly expanding and
diversiSring research clientele, they found that they
had to rely far more on information
about the provenance or context

ofthe creation ofrecords than before. The earlier

stress

in canada, especially, on knowledge of the information
contents of the records was much
less able to provide the intellectual foundation for
archival work than

it once

had.

Moreovet, it was very clear by the 1970s that visual records
were among the most
voluminous and important in society and, increasingly,
among archival holdings. They
could no longer be ignored and they could not be
managed simply by trying to
understand and catalogue their infinite variety of
subject contents. Archivists in canada

who specialized in photographic records in the l97}sand
19g0s, such as Lilly Koltun,
Joan Schwartz, Andtew Birrell, and Jim Burant, among
others, led the way in making this

intellectual shift toward a more contextual approach.ll
The contextual approach is
concerned in the first instance with acquiring knowledge
of the
context in which information is recordèd rather than
kñowledge of the
information contents of the records. It begins with
the study of the
creators of the records, their contemporary activities,
and their
liistories - administrative or p..ronul, u, tlr.
,,,uy U.. it e
"ur. abóut
contextual analysis moves to acquire information
records: the
characteristics of the media and of types of records
within each
irFollowing

is an example

of some of these authors' publications: Andrew Birrell, ..private
Realms of
Light: canadian Amateur Photography, 1839- 1940 -'1. Fror
e.qriti,io" to Exhibition ,,, Archivaria l7
(wirrter 1983-84): 106-114 Andrew Birrell, Peter Robeftson,
Liliy roirrn, Andrew c. Rodger, Joan M.
schwarlz, "Private Rearms of Light; canadian Amateur photography, g39_
r
I940 _ 2. onview: The
Evolution of Amateurphotography," Archivaria r7_(winter
rís:'-sáj, rr5_r35;Joan Schwarrz, ,,The
Photoglaphic Record of Pre-confederation British colurnbia,"
Archiíaria5 (v/inter 1977-7g): l7-44; Lilly
Koltun et' al, "The Photograph; An Annorared Bibriog'aphy
i"r;;;;i;;
sts,,, Archivat.i, 5 (witlrer rglT_
78): 124-140.
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medium, the immediate circumstances of their creation, their use prior
to entering the archives, organization in record-keeping systems aid
relationships with other records and systems. The analysis turns then
to the archival theory, functions, and institutional struciures required
to appraise, arrange, describe, make available for use, and pr"rèru.
these records.l2

No longer can photographs be seen as secondary to the "domain of word-based

tecords."l3 Archivists have developed methodologies and contemplated theories
throughout time that are based on textual records. As archival educator Terry
Cook states,

"almost all the concepts, practices, procedures, and even accepted terminology
of the
profession reflect our legacy of paper records."l4 Greater trust has
been placed in written
evidence in the archival realm. This needs to change because photographs
are used more
and more as evidence of past actions by corporations. Given that photographs
now have
great importance as records at Manitoba Hydro, for example, they
need to be managed

with the same care and respect

as

textual records.

Photographs need to be viewed as part of the interrelated body of records

documenting the actions of their creators, not just discrete images of the
subjects

photographed' Archivist and historical geographer Joan Schwaftz has
spearheaded this
new approach in Canada especially. She says that photographs should not
be viewed as
r2Tonr

Nesmith, "Hugh Taylor's Contextual Idea for Archives and the Foundation
of Graduate Education in
Archival Studies'" In Barbara Craig ed., The Archival Imagination: Essay.s in Honottr
of Hugh A. Taylor
(ottawa: The Association of Canadian Archivists, l99l), io. r'ot a more general

treatment of the
'rediscovery' of provenance, see Nesmith, ed., Canadian Archival Studiei and the Rediscovery
of
Provenance (Metuchen N.J. and London: Scarecrow press, 1993).

rrLorraine

O'Donnell, "Towards Total Archives: The Form and Meaning of photographic Records,,,
Archit,aria 38 (Faìl 1994), 106.

''Terry Cook, "Electronic Records, Paper Minds: The Revolution in Info¡-matio¡ Managernent and
Archives in the Post-Custodial and Post-Modernist Era," Arcltit¡es ancl lulctnztsct.ipts
22ino.2 (November
1994),302.
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discrete and de-contextualized items, nor valued mainly for their aesthetic qualities.
Schwartz states that archivists and records managers should

rethink the nature, production, and purpose of photographs as
documents in order to achieve a contextual understanding of their use by
goverìments, businesses, and individuals to convey government policy,
communicate corporate ideology, construct national identity, shape
collective memory, establish symbolic space, and define concepts of self
and the cultural Other.ls
Australian archivist Chris Hurley elaborates on this idea by saying that an understanding
of records "depends upon contextual knowledge which is also historical and thus must
exist outside the record."l6 Thus, in order to understand as much as possible of the
message or evidence a record conveys, we must try to understand as much of the context

of its creation or of its history as we can. It is mandatory that both internal and external
characteristics be gleaned from

it. As archival educator Tom Nesmith points

out:

not simply a single object with boundaries set by its physical
extent. It is a meaningful communication, which means it is a physical
object plus an understanding or representation of the object ... Some of
what makes a record intelligible is inscribed in it, but most of what
makes a record intelligible is not.l7
a record is

Schwartz states this aptly in regard to photographs by arguing that archivists must go

"beyond pliotographic realism and informational value to think more broadly about
authorship and function, archivists can engage the photograph as a document, focussing
r5Joan

Schwartz,"'We make our tools and our tools make us': Lessons from Photographs for the Practice,
Politics, and Poetics of Diplomatics," Archivaria 40 (Fall, 1995),42.
'uchris Hurley, "Arnbient functions: Abandoned Children to Zoos," Archivaria 40 (Fall 1gg5),23.
rTTorn

Nesnrith, "What is a Postnrodern Archivist?: Can Douglas Brymner, an Unmuzzled Ox, and Star
Trek Tell Us?" A paperpresented to the annual conference of the Association of Canadian Archivists (May

t998),7

.
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not on its content but on the functional context of its creation."ls This not only affects

how archivists perceive photographs but also how they work with them in activities such
as appraisal and arrangement.

Until recently, Canadian photographic archivists seldom

appraised photographs in conjunction with related textual records, nor paid much

attention to the functions and record-keeping practices that shaped and organized
photographs in their parent agencies. And as Terry Cook stated administrative records in

non-textual form have been too often torn from their functional roots and stored in
separate media holdings without concern for their connection to related textual records.le

Tliis suggests that new ways to manage archival photographs that are based more
fìrmly on contextual knowledge are needed. This can begin when photographs are
created and brought under records marlagement control. Archivists who have begun to

pay more attention to photographs have focused on the historical contextual knowledge
about them that is needed. They have tended not to address knowledge of contemporary

contextual knowledge required for records management of young or cument photographs.

Unforlunately, the records management literature has tended to ignore the particular
requirements of photographs. There is little on photographs in the leadings works

of

records management. Records management literature, like much archival literature, has
empliasized the textual record and general standardized systems of record keeping.20

lsSchwartz,

" 'We lnake our tools and our tools make us,,"

Cook, "The Tyranny of the Medium:
ItI.Il,
I980), r4t-150.
2oListed

54.

A Comrnent on 'TotalArchives,"' Archivariag (Winter

1979-

are,a few exarnples of current books that pertain to records ntanagement principles that do not
contain guidance on rranaging plìotographs: Anne Bennick, Active Filing.for Buiiness'Recorcls. (prairie
Village: ARMA ìnternational, 2000); Elizabeth Slrepherd and Geoffi'ey Yeo. Managing Records: A
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One short work that deals directly with records management for photographs was

published in 1993 by the National Archives of Canada (now known as the Library and
Archives of Canada or LAC). It is intended for creators of photographs and records
managers in the Government of Canada. Managing Photographíc Records in the

Governmenr of canada provides very basic information on how to manage

photographs.t' Only six of the guide's thirty-seven pages deal with the key issue dealt
with in this thesis

-

the classification of photographs in records management systems.

That being said, the guide does underline the central point of this thesis: "Although used

by government institutions for more than a century, photographs are often not recognized
as government records and are

traditionally not included in departmental inventories and

information management programs."22 The publication offers very general guidance on
the proper care and handling of photographs held in government offlrces: selecting a

classification system, assigning control nurnbers, writing descriptions, storage and
preservation measures, and retention and disposal procedules. Although it is a welcome
(because rare) work on records management for photographs, the guide does not provide

specific examples of the classification recommendations it makes. That will be provided
in cliapter five of this thesis.
Handbook of Principles and Prctctice. (London: Facet Publishing, 2003); Bob Wiggins Ef.fective
Docsment
,
Managentent: Unlocking Corporate Knowledge. (Aldershot: Gower Publishing, ZõóO;; Oävia Haynes,
Metadata for Information Managentent and Retrieval. (London: Facet Publishin g, ZO0+¡; Mark
Langemo,
Il/inning Strategies fot' Successful Records Managen'tent Progrants: Proven Stralegies
7o,. Developi¡g Netu
Programs and Intproving ExisÍing Ones. (Denver: Information Requirernents Cleaiinghouse, 200)).
2l

National Archives of Canada, Managing Photogra¡thic Records in the Governntenf of Canada. (National
Archives of Canada, 1993), 5.

ttrbid.,

vii.
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The rest of this chapter discusses how such records management concepts
for
photographs can begin to be applied to Manitoba Hydro photographs.
As a cïown
corporation of the Government of Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro falls under
the jurisdiction

of the Manitoba Archives and Recordkeeping Act and the Archives of Manitoba,
which
administers the act. The act governs record-keeping polices within Manitoba
Hydro,

making the corporation accountable for the ways in which information is held
and
disposed

of. The act states that all records need to be organized according to a records

schedule, regardless of form or medium.23 Manitoba Hydro must obtain
the Archivist

of

Manitoba's approval of the schedule for its records. The Govemment Records
Office of
the Archives suppotts agency efforts to place govemment records in a comprehensive
program of records scheduling that is designed to enable identification
of archival records
and destruction of non-archival ones. The Offrce does so as part of its
mission

to ensure that full and reliabre records are created and managed: to
support the day-to-day activities of government, to provide ãvidence
of govemment's actions, and to enable the preservation and use of
records of continuing value to future generations.2a

Records officers in departments and crown corporations prepare tlie schedules.
Manitoba

Hydro has a records manager who plans and supervises records scheduling in
the
corpot'ation. To do so the corporation can obtain guidance from tlie GoveLnment
Records
Off,ice. Its duties include:
23Arch

ives of Manitoba website, The Archives and Recordkeeping Act of 200
<http://web2.gov.mb.callaws/starures/2001/c03501e.php> (viåweid

I

.

Ja'uary 30,2009).

2{Archives

of Manitoba w^ebsite, <http://www.gov.nrb.calchc/alchives/glo/recoldkeeping/index.html>
(Viewed January 30, 2009).

t7
Advise goverrìment on recordkeeping standards and best practices.
Provide advice and consultation on specific records issues and
initiatives. Design and oversee records scheduling procedures and
advise on records retention. Identify records of continuing
(archival) value to government and society, for permanent
preservation by the Archives. operate the Government Records
centre facility, which provides semi-active records storage and
retrieval, and oversees controlled destruction of records following
scheduled retention periods. Maintain information about records
and records management activities across government.25

The Archives and Recordkeeping Act affirms the importance of record keeping and
provides a legal framework to support

it. It establishes

record keeping as a shared

responsibility of the Archives and the goveÍrment bodies that create and keep records.
The Act says that all records, regardless of form or medium, are to be managed in
accordance with its terms.26 Photographs are clearly a record like any other that must be
rnanaged in accordance with the Act.

In order to develop a records management system around photographs, basic
records management principles must be established and

followed. Photographs should

thus be included in the first steps of the implementation of an overall records
management prograrn, rather than the afterthought they usually are. These steps would

include discussing if the department produced photographs and if so how do they use

them. This background infonnation would aid in the creation of classification and
retention schedules.

25Archives

of Manitoba website, <http://www.gov.mb.calchc/alchives/grohecordkeeping/index.htrnl>
(Viewed January 30, 2009).
26Archives

of Manitoba website, The Archives and Record Keeping Act,
> (Viewed May 9,2009),2.

.l ttp:/*.b2.eou.
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This approach to records management for photographs would
build on records
management standards for records in general. Indeed, a key feature
of the .literature, on
records management is the standards the reco¡ds management
community has invested

heavily in producing. In 2001 the International Organizationfor
Standardization (ISO)
produced standards for ¡ecords management:
documentation

-

Records Management Part

and documentation

-

l:

ISo r54gg-l lnformation
General; and ISO

lj,

and

gg-2lnformation

Records Management Part 2: Guidelines.2T It is imporlant to
note

that their goal is to provide overall support for management
of all types of records, or

"the standardization of records management policies and procedures
ensuring that
appropriate attention and protection is given to all records, and
that the evidence and

information they contain cal be retrieved more eff,rciently and effectively,
using standard
practices and procedures.',28
These intemational standards are partly based on the pioneering
1996 Australian
Standard AS 4390 Records Management, which again is general
in approach and not

specific to parlicular documents such as photographs. These
standards enable
accountable and efficient record keeping for goverrunents and
other institutions.
Complementing these methodologies is the BACS (Business
Activity Structure

Classification Systern) a methodology from LAC whicli was created
to support the
Canadian federal government in creating a function-based classification
system for their
'lnternational organization for Standardization, Inforntation ancl clocuntenrarion
Part I ' General' ISo 15489-1 ;200 l, and International organization for
docttntentaÍion

"rso

-

Records ManagentenÍ- pat.t 2; Griderines-

l5+g9-l:2ool, vi.

ISo

- Records Ma,agenterr Standardi zation, htfurntation and
154g9-2:200 l.

t9
records.2e As well there is a influential records management book by British records
management specialists Elizabeth Shepherd and Geoffrey Yeo.30 These works were

consulted when Manitoba Hydro recently redesigned its records management system.
None of these standards and writings specifically discuss the organization

of

photographs, although they do not mean to imply that photographs are beyond the pale

of

records management. The ISO standards' definition of "record" is "information created,

received, and maintained as evidence and information by an organization or person, in
pursuance of legal obligations or in transactions of business."3l This covers
all

information regardless of format and so it includes photographs and means that they
should be treated with the same rigour as other types of records.
The records management system must enable performance of the key records
management processes: detetmining what documents should be captured and what
should
be retained, along with their registration, classification, storage and handling,

accessibility and tracking, scheduling, disposition, and finally, documenting the records
management processes.32 This is the backbone of all sound records management

programs.

A sound records managemerf program offers an institution many benefits.
Records contain valuable information. They are a colporate resource, and an important
2eBACS:

Business Activity Structure Classification Systenr,

> (Viewed May 9,2009).
3oshepherd

t'rso
'"rso

and Yeo, Managing Records.

r54g9-l:2001,3.
I5489- I :2oo

t, I l.
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business asset. In order to preserve and protect records as
evidence

ofa corporation,s

actions, a systematic approach to the management of records
is mandatory. Records

allow a corporation to
- conduct business in an orderly, efficient and accountable
manner, ...
- provide consistency, continuity and productivity in
management and
administration,
- facilitate the effective performance of activities throughout
the
organization, ...
- meet legislative and regulatory requirements including
archival,
audit and oversight activities, ...
- suppotl and document current and future research and development
activities, developments and achievements, as welr as historiåal

research,
- provide evidence of business, personal and cultural
activity,
- establish business, personal and curtural identity, and

- maintain corporate, personal or collective
-emã.rr.r,

For the records management program to be successful, polices
have to be
developed and responsibilities assigned. Records management
policies should monitor,

"the creation and management of authentic, reliable and
usable records, capable of
supporting business functions and activities for as long as they
are required.,,34
Responsibilities need to be laid out so that executives are able
to support records
management within the corporation, system administrators
can ensure that documentation

is accurate, and so all employees can assume responsibility
for accurate and complete
records of their work activities.

ttrbid.,

4.

torbid.,5.

A firrn policy will

be required for the creators and users
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of photographic records to follow in order for a strong and useful records
management
program to become possible within Manitoba Hydro.
The ISO standard, like the recent renewed emphasis in archival literature,
stresses
the importance of protecting the status of records as evidence of
the actions of their
creators, especially by linking records to the functions of those
who created them.
Records should accurately reflect the business actions that created
them. In order to do
so the ISO standards say that arecord of these actions must
meet certain criteria:

l. it

must be authentic, meaning that the record is what it purports to
be -- an unaltered record

of the actions of its creators;2. itneeds to be reliable, ortrusted as an
accurate
representation

of these activities;

3. it must demonstrate integrity, or be linked to other

related records so that the record is complete; and f,rnall y, 4. itmust
be usable and
retrievable as a record that retains links to other records and the persons
and functions
that created it'35 These characteristics ofrecords enable them to
stand up as evidence for
a corporation or other institution.

ISO 1 5489-2-2001 lays out how to create authentic and reliable reco¡ds
through
design and maintenance of a comprehensive records management
system.36 In order to

obtain the benefits of photographic evidence, an institution's photographs
need to be
captured in the records system and treated with the attention that
has typically been
accorded only to textual records. ISO
management methodology:
35rbid.,

torso

7.

I 5499-2:2001,3.

1

5489-2 sets out six features of sound records

L policies and responsibilities; 2. strategies; 3. design and
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implementation; 4' records processes and controls; 5. monitoring
and auditing; and 6.
training.3T These steps were taken by Manitoba Hydro in its
WorkSmart project. I

will

discuss them further in chapter five as an example of how
the ISO 154g9 strategy can be

implemented to establish an overall records management program
that also makes

provision for photographs.
Photographs traditionally have not been highly regarded
as documentation by

archivists and records managers. They have tended to be viewed
as having much less
value than textual records. They have often simply been ignored
in the archival and
records management literature. This has been changing slowly
but steadily in recent

years' Archivists in the late twentieth century began to attend
more to the evidential
value of photographs, within a renewed overall emphasis
on the importance

of

knowledge of the provenance or history of records. And, as
will be shown in the next
chapters, photographs can be seen to be corporate records
that are used to make major

decisions in corporations such as Manitoba Hydro, and thus
they need to be well
managed and given more attention in the records management
literature.

Although there are such encouraging signs, archivists have tended
to emphasize
the historical information needed to manage older photographs
as records rather than

information that may be useful in managing young photographs
still in curent use by
their creators' Records marlagers themselves, however, have
not stepped in to address
this need' This thesis hopes to help

fill

that gap in the archival and r.ecords management

literature and outline the main steps that could be taken to
create a records management
ttrbid.,

iii.
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program for photographs in a major corporation, based
on the ISO standards, and using

Manitoba Hydro as the example. Although there is little specific
attention to photographs
in the records management literature, records management
for photographs can be
soundly based on the more general approaches to records
management provided in the

ISO standards and records management literature. Chapter two
will move in this
direction by outlining some of the ways in which photographs
have been used by
Manitoba Hydro and its predecessor hydro companies in the
early twentieth century.
This will underscore the importance of photographs as historical
records both to a
corporation and to others.

Chapter Two
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Early Twentieth-Century Uses of Photographs by Hydro-Etectric Companies
in
Manitoba

The stages of the expansion of the electrical system, which in turn
shaped the adveftising requirements and the photographic work

at
General Electric, proceeded in several stages. First cáme the entering
wedge of lighting itself, primarily in domestic markets, hotels...
Secoï¿
came the building of substantial businesses with industries,
street
traction companies... These balanced the evening domestic
consumption with aheavy demand during the day. Third came
the
proliferation of home appliances, beginning wittrfans and heaters
before
1910 and then gradually expanding to irons, toasters, erectric
coffee
pots... The historical order ofthese three stages could not have been
logically reversed. Each built on the previous stage until the market
had
been fully developed... I

Manitoba Hydro's history is one of mergers, acquisitions, and subsidiaries.

Although the curuent crown corporation of Manitoba Hydro was founded
in I 961, the
history of the utility dates to the late nineteenth century. Chapter 2
willoutline more of
this wider historical context for contemporary management of Hydro's
photographs. It

first offers a general overview of the history of Manitoba Hydro. it then
briefly discusses
the birth of photography as a medium of communication and, in pafticular,
the emergence

of corporate photography. Finally, a sampling of Hydro's historical photographs
will be
analyzed to show the

utility's desire to cotnmunicate its views, values, and purposes to its

employees and the wider public. In order to illustrate the complexities
of corporate
photographic replesentation, I will draw upon David Nye's
Intage Worlds. Corporate

Identities at General Electric, ]890-r930 (cambridge, r9g5). Nye
studies the
rDavid

Nye, lntage llorlcl-s; Corporate Idenriries at General
Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology press, lgg5),22.

Electric, lBg0-t93L(Carnbridge: The

photographs taken by General Electric to see how they reflect the company,s
attempts
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to shape employee and public (or customer) images of the company and
their purposes.

A brief history of Manitoba Hydro helps place the historical and contemporary
photographs that are discussed later into context. This section is
not meant to be a
detailed history of the corporation. In the latter part of the nineteenth
century electric

lighting and various municipal services were introduced to the city of Winnipeg
and

a

little later in the rest of the province of Manitoba. In lB73,to attract customers
after
sunset to his hotel, Robert Davis, owner of the Davis Hotel on

Main Street in Winnipeg,

installed a carbon arc lamp.2 The installation of Davis's lamp began
the frenzy to supply

Winnipeg with electric power. In 1881 the privately owned Manitoba Electric
and Gas

Light Company was established with the mandate to "supply and heat Manitoba
by gas,
electricity, or any other means."3 As a related historical note of interest,
General
Electric's International Lighting Division manager, D.M. Diggs, emphasized
the
significance of the introduction of electric lighting:

Every branch of the electrical industry owes much to electric lighting,
for in all electrical development light is the entering wedge, intioducìng
...those many other labor saving devices that increãsed pioduction
and
comfoft in industry and the home.a

Wien power was provided to a home, that home not only became a potential customer
for liglit, but also for a wide variety of other electrical appliances. As Nye
states,

tPublic

Affairs, Manitoba Hydro, A Historlt of ElecÍric pou,er in Manitobct (Winnipeg:
Manitoba Hydro,
ca.l994),2.

trbid.,2.
{Nye,20.

"electrical lines tied the home to the corporation in a fundamentally new way,
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prefiguring the intrusion of radio and television.,'5

By 1882 another power company was formed, the Manitoba Electric Light and
Power Company. This company began to install carbon arc lamps along
Main Street and

Broadway in Winnipeg, but it folded as fast as it appeared. Also in 1882, the
Winnipeg
Street Railway Company was incorporated by Albert Austin.6 Austin was given

authority to operate horse-drawn streetcars along Main Street. On 25 August gg3,
l
North
West Electric Light and Power Company Limited was incorporated and contested
the

V/innipeg Street Railway Company's pursuit of an exclusive contract to supply
light to
Winnipeg's streets. This new company won the contract dispute and received
the right

"to provide electric supply and lighting to any city or town in Manitoba.,,7 However,

byl888 the North West Electric Light and Power Company Limited losr the lighting
contract and byl898 the Winnipeg Electric Railway Company liad a monopoly
over the

electric railway, and both heat and lighting created by electricity and gas.8
The battlefield was still open for new power companies to try their luck in

Winnipeg and two companies did try to establish themselves. The first in 1902
was the
Suburban Rapid Transit Company and in the following year it was the Winnipeg
General

Electric Power company. During r904-05 the winnipeg Electric Railway
company
amalgamated with the Winnipeg General Electric Power Company. Following
this

trbid.,zo-zl.
6Manitoba

Trbi¿.,:.
trbid.

Hydro, A Historl, of Electric potver in A4aniroba,2.

amalgamation, it purchased the Suburban Rapid Transit Company.e Winnipeg was
thus
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under the control of a private utility monopoly.r0 This monopoly did not last
and in 1906
the City of V/innipeg decided to set up a municipally run hydro electric utility to
lower
and stabilize the price of electricity for citizens.

In 1906 the citizens of winnipeg voted to approve a by-law authorizing
construction of a hydro electric power plant that was owned by the city. The generating
station would sell electricity to the people for three cents per kìlowatt-hour compared
to
the twenty cents per kilowatt-hour that the Winnipeg Electric Railway Company
was

charging- Use of electricity was encouraged by lowering utility rates. Therefore,
to build
constant load on a central generating station, companies gave lower rates to homeowners
and these lower rates attracted new

customers.ll Alderman John Wesley Cockburn

predicted that the citizens of Winnipeg would vote yes, so he bought the
development

rights to Pointe du Bois before the public vote.12 He then suuendered the development
rights and the Winnipeg Hydro Electrical System was created. The pointe du Bois
generating plant began operating on 16 October I 9 i I . The switch that
ceremoniously

controlled the power was turned on by Gumey Evans, the son of Mayor Sanford Evans.13

orbid.

toln lg24
the Winnipeg Electric Street Railway Company changed its name to Winnipeg
Electr.ic Railway

Cornpany.

I'Nye,

22-23.

r2Winnipeg

Hydro, 50't'Annit,er,sar¡t: Çi¡7t Hydro,

Igl l-1961(Winnipeg: Bullman Bros. Linlited, 196 l).

IiThe winnipeg
Hydro Archives in the custody of Manitoba Hydlo contains the switch that was pulled
to
slall the power running to winnipeg. The switch was a publicity prop that has since
been
used
numerous
-tinles in turning on the Christnas lights along porlage Avenue.

The animosity between the Winnipeg Electric Railway
Company and the new

municipally run Winnipeg Hydro Electrical System flared
soon after 1913. The
winnipeg Electric Railway Company filed injunctions against
the new company to
restrain the City from erecting hydro poles in Winnipeg.
Furthermore, both sides
appeared to have unstrung wires on poles that they each
had claimed as their own.t4

Workers arriving at their workplaces in the morning
would be faced with the rewiring

job. Eventually legislation

required the sharing of poles by the two companies.

In 1913 another hydro-electric company was formed, the Winnipeg
River power
Company' This company created a strong working relationship
with WERCo. (or
winnipeg Electric Railway company)

a

previously formed company for the purpose of

building the Great Falls generating station. Preliminary research
and surveying on the
Great Falls generating station were completed

by 1914. on I september l9l5

construction of the Great Falls generating site stafted.l5
Due to world War I the project
was halted in June 1916. It recommenced in May
l919 for a short

time. However,

financing of the project was still extremely tenuous. Also
in

the Electric power

l9l9

Transmission Act of Manitoba was passed, and the Manitoba power
Commission (MpC)
was formed. By the following year the Manitoba Power
Commission had taken over
construction of the Great Falls generating statio.r.'6 The

l9l9 Electric power

Transmission Act states that MPC's mandate was "to generate,
purchase, transmit, and

IaWinnipeg
r5Manitoba

'urbid.

Hydro, 50't' An¡tiversaryt: (j¡1t H),clro,

Igl t-lg6l.

Hydro, A History o/'Electric prnt,er in Maniroba. 10.
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distribute electrical energy" throughout rural Manitoba.lT MpC purchased
the power

29

from the City of Winnipeg and the Winnipeg Electric Company (WECo.).
The Electric
Power Transmission Act allowed any municipality to apply for electrical
service through
the Minister of Public Works, thus putting an end in rural Manitoba to
small municipally

run and costly independent power systems. As David Nye notes:
The electrification of a nation cannot occur as a result of the competition
in a laissez-faire marketplace... A single city can no more have
competing electrical systems than it can have competing water supply
systems. '. The possibility that different houses on the same streei
coul¿
be supplied with electricity by as many different companies appeared
plausible only briefly in the early twentieth century.rs

At the turn of the twentieth century, the city of Brandon had its own power
and
gas companies -- the Brandon Electric

Light Company Ltd. and the Brandon Gas &

Power Company Limited. In 1921the two companies were consolidated
to form the
Canada Gas

& Electric Corporation of Brandon.le In 1931 this corporation

was

purchased by the Manitoba Power Commission. This again
demonstrates the rapid
amalgamations that were occurring in the power companies in the province
of Manitoba.

On 5 April 1924 the Winnipeg Electric Railway Company changed its name
to
the Winnipeg Electric Company. That year also saw the formation of
the Northwestern
Power Company, which was created for the purpose of building the
Seven Sisters
generating station.20 It was not long, however, before this small company
went through a
merger with the Winnipeg Electric Company. By 1931 with the ope¡ing
of the Seven
rTElectrical

Power Translnission Act. Manitoba: Winnipeg, (1919)

'8Nye, 21.
IeManitoba

torbid.,

I

Hydro, A Historlt of Electric poy,er in AûctniÍobct, l3-16.

+- 15.

sisters generating station, which was now operated by the
winnipeg Electric
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Company, the new owner was now selling power to the Manitoba power
Commission.

Also in 1931 the Electrical Power Transmission Act was revoked
due to lack of control
of the payment structure for utility services. Mpc had been
selling power to
municipalities, which then resold it to individual rural customers.
As a result there was
quite a diversity of rates and policies. When Manitoba
began to slide into the
Depression' some rural citizens were unable to pay their
electricity bills, which meant
that local municipalities could not pay the Manitoba Power
commission. The Manitoba
Power Commission Act allowed for the restructuring of
MpC and created a board to
manage the

company.'' By 1933 new contracts were drawn up providing municipalities

with electricity for public services only, and MPC began dealing
with individual
customers.

In May 1935 a consolidation plan for the Winnipeg Electric
Company was
approved' The purpose of this plan was to reorgani ze theproperties
and operations of the
Winnipeg Electric Company and its associates. These associate
companies were: the
Northwestern Power Company, Manitoba Power Commission,
Suburban Rapid Transit

company, and winnipeg Selkirk & Lake winnipeg Railway
company.2r T1,. mission
was for the Northwestern Power Cornpany and Manitoba
Power Commission to become
one company under the name MPC and to operate the
other ones as subsidiaries.

As the economy of Manitoba grew again after the Depression,
there was greatly
increased demand for electrical service throughout the province
that required additional
2lManitoba

t'rbid.

Hydro, A History of Electric pou,er in Manitoba. 16.

generating capacity. In 1949 the provincial government and the three major electrical
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utilities: the City of V/innipeg Hydro Electric System, the Winnipeg Electric Company,
and the Manitoba Power Commission

met. They agreed that the future power needs of

Manitoba would be best served by a coordinated policy on developing and distributing

electricity. In order to implement this policy, the provincial government created the
Manitoba Hydro-Electric Board (MHEB) "to provide for the continuance of a supply

of

power adequate for the needs of the province, and to promote economy and efficiency in
the generation, distribution, and supply of power".23 The board's initial underlaking was
construction of the Pine Falls Generating Station in order to provide for the growing

electricity demands of the province.

on

18

May 1951, MHEB appointed members: D. M. stephens (chairman and

General Manager), w.D. Fallis, J.w. Sanger, D.A. Thompson, and A.H. watson. George
Reid was appointed Acting Secretary.2o Th" board's f,rrst duty was to consolidate the
generation and distribution facilities in Manitoba, which was no small feat and took 10
years to complete. During 1952-1953, MHEB acquired the generation and distribution

facilities of WECo., thus reducing the number of electrical utilities

i¡ Ma¡itoba

to three:

MHEB and MPC, which were owned by the provincial goverrunent, and City Hydro,
which was owned by the City of Winnipeg.

In 1955 further consolidation of power service occurred when MPC

became the

sole distributor of electricity in suburban Winnipeg and the rest of the province, while

City Hydro became the sole distribr-rtor within the boundaries of the City of Wimiipeg.

2sManitoba
2aManitoba

Hydro-Electric Board. Winnipeg: Manitoba, (1949)
Hydro, A Histor¡, of Electric Pov,er in Manitobct, 16.
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Also through this agreement, MHEB promised to supply the additional power

requirements of City Hydro. Ten years later, the two provincially owned utilities,
MHEB
and MPC, were amalgamated via the Manitoba Hydro Act, which was passed
on 1 April
1961 and created Manitoba Hydro.

The 1960s and 1970s were a period of northern expansion and general growth
for
Manitoba Hydro. The Kelsey generating station on the Nelson River was completed
in
1960 and an interconnection power line joined Manitoba Hydro and Saskpower,
enabling

Manitoba Hydro to sell power to the neighbouring province.

In

7963,a study of the

viability of building further generating stations on the Nelson River was commenced.
By
1965, the Grand Rapids generating station located on the Saskatchewan
River became

operational.2s The last major event of the 1960s was the creation of the Northern

Microwave System' It controlled the DC (direct current) transmission of Nelson
River
power to the south' The microwave system improved telecommunications
and brought

television to northern Manitoba.

In 1970 the second generating station (called Kettle) on the Nelson River was
completed and an interconnected transrnission line was built to the United
States for the
sale of

pow.t.tu By l97l,theDorsey and Radisson Convefter Stations begin operating to

convert AC (alternating cunent) produced at the generating stations into DC.

In

1972

transmission lines were built to sell power to Saskatchewan and Ontario. By
1979,the
Jenpeg generating station was completed on the Nelson River and the
Energy Rate

ttrbid.,32.
'otbid.,35.

Stabilization Act was passed .27

It
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enabled the Government of Manitoba to implement a

five-year fixed electricity rate for households.
The 1980s saw service and reliability improvements at Manitoba Hydro. In 19g4,
automatic control was installed at the System Control Centre in Winnipeg.2s This
computer-based system allows Hydro to monitor all of the Generating Stations and
Transmission lines and to adjust the electricity needs of customers.

In

1985, a

computerized Customer Service system was established to streamline the customer

billing p.oc"ss.te In 1988, an interconnecting underground line was completed between
Manitoba Hydro and Winnipeg Hydro to improve the capacity and reliability of electric
service. Finally, in 1989 citizens of Manitoba were permitted to purchase Manitoba
Hydro savings bonds.
The i990s demonstrated growing consciousness about the environment at
Manitoba Hydro. The Power Smart program was introduced. This program promotes a
variety of ways in which to be energy efficient. They range from proper insulation and

lighting to thermostat control. In i991,

a compensation agreement was signed

with the

Split Lake Cree First Nation. The agreement saw Manitoba Hydro pay 529.9 million to
the Split Lake Cree in compensation for the adverse affects of the Churchill River
diversion.30 In 1993, the "Louie the Lightning Bug" club was initiated for children, to
educate them about electricity and the impofiance of using

2'rbid.,40.
ttrbid.,

45.

tolbid.,4i.
torbid.,54.

it safely. In

1999 Manitoba

Hydro acquired Centra Gas Manitoba and thus became provider of
two key sources of
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energy in Manitoba, electricity and natural gas. In 2})2Manitoba
Hydro purchased

Winnipeg Hydro from the City of Winnipeg and so acquired responsibility
for
generating, transmitting, and distributing electrical energy
throughout all parts of the
province.

By the 2000s Manitoba Hydro was the pivotal and powerful energy
supplier to all
Manitobans and to parts of the midwestern United States. Hydro
emerged from a long,
complex competition among different suppliers of electrical
energy. The success of their

efforts depended on persuading the public of the benefits of electrical
power. They used
photography extensively to do so and to build their power
installations. photographs
were a key to the competitive advantage they sought. In so doing
they were like many
other business entities in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
which seized upon the
promise of the new medium of photography. Indeed, the
technical and commercial uses

of photography were among its earliest and most significant ones
and, moreover, among
its inventors' ambitions for the new medium.
The origins of photography can be traced to Joseph Niépce in
France. Niépce was
an amateur scientist and inventor looking for a method of
making images permanent.3l

During the 1820s he discovered a way to stabilize the reflections
formed on sensitized
metal plates by the projection of light, and also experimented with
the camera obscurct.32

In 1826 Niépce

started to collaborate with Louis Daguene, who was working
on a similar

tcilles

Mora, Phoro Speak'A Guide to the lcleas, Moventetlts ancl
Tecltnic¡ues of photogr.aptry, IB93 to the
Present (New York: Abbeville press, I ggS),62.
32Beaumont

Newhall, The-Hß,tot1, of Photogra¡:h¡t; Front

Museurn of Modern Art, 198

l),

II.

l
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to tlte present Day (lrt ed. New york:

project. By 1837, using

fix detailed
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a modif,red version

of Niépce's process, Daguerre was able to

images on a metallic base.33 On the advice of a scientist, the French

government purchased the patent to the 'daguerreotype'to make
the technology available
free to the

public. The government minister who advanced this idea suggested that

photography would thereby render great service to the study ofscience
and be ofeven
greater benefit to the arts.3a

Photography was quickly put to commercial purposes. Commercial photography
emerged in the late nineteenth century with the creation of more and
larger corporations
and their need to find innovative ways to sell products.35 In order for
this form

of

photography to be seen by potential customers, a new technical printing
process called
the halftone played a key

role. The halftone, which was invented in 1880, enabled the

photograph to be printed on the same page as text, using standard paper.36
This

revolutionary process transformed popular magazines and intemal corporate
newsletters
by replacing non-photographic illustrations with photographs. As Nye
so aptly states:

The seerning transparency of photographs obscures their ideological
function in the corporation's presentation of the multiple versiois of
itself to the world. Each photograph seems prototypically real, a replica
of something indisputably actual. Because photographs úave this
quality, they proved uniquely well suited to the corporation,s need to
address many audiences, giving its messages the aura of fact.
Photography thus proved to be the ideal form of communication in the
urban society that grew to dominance between the I g90 and 1930.37

"lbid.,

t

14.

vicki Goldberg, ed., Photography in Prinl: llritings.fi'ont
I98l),31.

Schuster,
i5Nye,

31.

'orbid.,32.

ttrbid.,
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Some corporations were large enough to have numerous photographers on staff in

their publicity department, while others hired them for specific shots. The role of the
corporate photographer at General Electric was twofold -- to travel the United States
in
search ofelectrical events, such as the introduction ofstreetlights that used the

company's products and to visit the company factory to take product and equipment

pliotographs''8 V/innipeg Hydro had one photographer on staff who took the same
kinds
of images as the General Electric photographer.
The following section

will

discuss the corporate and societal meaning

of

Winnipeg Hydro's and the Manitoba Power Commission's historical photographs. Some
of these images were used in newsletters f¡om the 1920s to 1950s. Other photographs
were for intemal corporate use only. In the 1920s wimipeg Hydro,s publicity
Department started to produce a newsletter entitled Hydro News. The Hydro News

provided the general public with information on the formation of the company and
safety
issues, plomoted the sale of electricity and electrical appliances, advertised events,
and

provided the reader with humorous articles. The Hydro Nevts promoted the company,s
products and services and attempted to shape the public irnage of the company,
especially
by using photographs.
The Manitoba Power Cornmission produced two intemal/external newsletters in
order to maintain contact witli customers and employees. These newsletters were Town
ancl Farnt,published

t*nrid.,32.

from 1946 to1955, and the MPC Bullerin,published from l93g

tol96L3e Th"s" newsletters were included with the power bill or could
any Manitoba Power Commission
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be picked up at

Office. The newsletters provided information on the

progress that farm electrification was making, carried information
on employees, and
announced local events.

By the early twentieth century, the practice of systematic management
emerged in
business and brought with

it a key role for the corporate newsletter. This new

management technique was used to address worker alienation in
the ever growing
business institutions of the

time. The management of Winnipeg Hydro, although not

a

privately owned company, sought to personalize its relationship
with the workforce
through the in-house newsletter. An American business expeft explained
the function
such newsletters

in

of

1918:

Many shops have outgrown the one-man stage. No longer can the
head of the organization interpret his policies personally to the

workmen. But a factory house oïgan, whethei it be a single
typewritten sheet or a24-page magazine, offers un opport,,nity to
bind personar interest closer in the small shop and keep
management from becoming mechanicar in the large pìant.a.

The in-house magazine empathized with employee concerrrs and through
this hoped to
obtain worker cooperation with the more demanding work requirements
of the systematic
managenìent approach. For Winnipeg Hydro the newsletter became
a medium

of

cotnmunication with both employees and citizens of Winnipeg and photographs
were
deliberately chosen to share knowledge, accomplishments, and a sense
of belonging.
toThe

Hydro-X has a collection of the following two newslefters: Manitoba power
comm issior"t, Tou,n and
Farm ('Winnipeg, Manitoba: Manitoba Power Commission) dates I
946-1955 and Manitoba power
Cornnrission, Bulletin (Winnipeg, Manitoba: Manitoba Power Commission),
dates I93g-196 l.
ooJoanne

Yates, Control Through Comnntnicaliot¡: The
(Baltinrore: John Hopkins University press, 19g9), 17.
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of S),stetn in Antericctn Managentent

In the U-S- General Electric became a master of the in-house magazineby
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becoming the largest corporate publisher in America. It published five in-house
magazines targeted at different types of employees.

In 1903 the company started to

publish fhe Review; in 1917 Workers News was developed for the blue collar
labourer; in
1922 the Monogram was born to provide information to manager

s

and,

General Electric

News Graphic for the appliance salesmen was launched.al The last two of such
internal
magazines to be created were Light,
overseas personnel

in

in

1923 for

lighting specialists,

and,

G.E. Digest for

1924.42 Writing styles, choice of photographs, and types of stories

were crafted by management to inform the specific employee about various relevant

topics. Thus, through the in-hous e magazines General Electric's management controlled
how the company was represented to the individual employee. The newsletters put
out
by Winnipeg Hydro and the Manitoba Power Commission had similar content and
types
ofphotographs.

In October 1921, Winnipeg Hydro's Public Relations Branch published the first
external-internal newsletter entitled Hydro Neyt,s.43 The newsletter was a four page

pamphlet. It was a monthly bill insert for customers and handed out to employees.
The
fìrst story entitled "We Make Our Bow to the Public" showed the birth of the Hydro
Nev,s:

With the advent of our Tenth Anniversary on October l5tl',
we present to the Public our fìrst issue of the Winnipeg Hydro
News. we hope to make this publication of interest to our patrons
arNye,

60.

ttìbid.
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by not only telling them about the activities of the Hydro Electric
system but to add items of human interest which, we feel sure,
will make good reading. There is no doubt that to alarge extent
the Hydro Electric Plant is a mystery to the majority of the
Citizens, and it will be our aim in the series of bulletins we intend
to publish to bring home more closely to the Citizens the
wonderful asset they have in the Municipal Hydro Electric
System.aa

The Hydro Neu,s informed the public about its municipal power company, how it was
operated, and the benefits provided to customers. It also carried humorous stories or
quotes to make the newsletter lighthearted. The company hoped customers would deem

it important'family' news.
Internal company newsletters aimed at providing their employees with a strong
sense of the corporation as a social community and even

businessman noted

in

'family'. As one American

1919, familial ties were promoted by public relations departments

within a company:
one of the words often used to express the spirit desired in
industrial organization is "family." The ideal sought for is that all
workers from the president to the office boy shall feel that they
belong to one big family and have loyalty which that relationship
implies. The employer wants his men to work not for him but with
him. The aim in all industrial service work is hearty cooperation
by each because of the recognition of common interests.as
In-house newsletters aimed at humanizing the company in order to improve worker
cooperation and efficiency.
Group corporate photographs are prevalent in the Manitoba Hydro collections and
demonstrate the effort to create a sense of belonging and community. This type

u'rbid.
{5Yates,

17.

of

photograph was taken at annual conferences, such as the one from
the Manitobu

po*"r
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Commission in Brandon of District Supervisors (Plate 1), and of employees
who formed

the 1938 City Hydro hockey team (Plate 2),

and

of the entire corporate picnic gathering

(Plate 3) that brought all workers together. These photographs
downplay individualism
and promote communalism in work, sports and outings.a6

The Winnipeg Hydro Public Relations Branch also used the Hydro Newsto
try to
create close bonds with customers. One method of accomplishing this
was to promote

the fact that it was municipally owned, and therefore owned by its users.
It touted the
success of other

municipally owned hydro companies in major cities in the United States

in stories such as one entitled "Municipal ownership Keeps Fares Down in
San
Francisco."aT It also then crowed about the "loyalty" of its own customers (plates

4

and,

s).

The Hydro News was also a medium through which the General Manager

of

Winnipeg Hydro could address the public about important issues. In July
1922 the
General Manager, J.G. Glassco, discussed how the weather in the previous
two months
had affected the transmission of power from Pointe du Bois to Winnipeg.as
During May
and June two cyclones caused power outages in Winnipeg and extensive
damage to the

transmission towers and lines. Glassco then proceeded to promote the
building of a
Steam Plant that would act as a standby soul'ce of electricity

a6Nye,

82-85.

riWinnipeg

"rbid.

Hydro, Hlt6l¡ç
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(June, 1922).

if

ever there were problems

with the transmission line.ae In this instance,
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fhe

Hydro

News acted as a vehicle to

transmit the General Manager's concems to the public.
The General Manager's message was followed by three pages of photographs

of

the devastation the cyclone wreaked on Winnipeg Hydro property.
It is important to note

how these photos were presented to the public (Plate 6). They were
laid out in a collage.
Behind them and to their sides were drawings of the cyclone and its
aftermath of bent
transmission towers and uprooted trees. The drawing links the various
photographs and
the windstorm was portrayed as being alive to the viewers, and
as if they were there to
experience the extreme havoc. This powerful imagery drove home
Glassco,s message
about Hydro's importance.

Winnipeg Hydro provided a variety of entertainment to Winnipeggers
and these
events were adveftised

in

the Hydro

News. The Winnipeg Hydro Follies entertainment

troupe provided musical skits for public enteftainment (plate 7).
The first public
performance was scheduled for January 1922 andexplained
that "A splendid programme
is being ananged ... they are preparing Light songs and Powerful
sketches which will no
doubt create quite a Shock when they make their Connection with
the Winnipeg

Public."50 The Follies troupe was formed by Hydro ernployees who practised
in the
evenings after work under the guidance of Donald St. Clair of Dr.
Horner's Opera
Company and S.J- Reid the Choirmaster of the St. John's presb¡er-ian
Church.5l With
this calibre of leadership these performances must have been intended
to be both
aewinnipeg
50vy'innipeg

5rWinnipeg
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(July,
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192
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Hydro, Hltjr¿ fl¿1ls (December, 1925).

entertaining and edifying. The published photograph of
the Follies group helps show
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the company's concern for the welfare of its employees
by its creation of a creative outlet
that brought them public appreciation. It also reminded
winnipeggers of the company's
role in developing a community that had the leisure and
talents to enjoy the life made
possible by modern electrical technology.

winnipeg Hydro also organized dances. They provided an
escape from everyday
chores, a time to bond with your husbands and wives
or perhaps meet new people. At the

Hard Times and Masquerade Dance in 1927,people could
dance to the music of the

Moonlight Serenaders Orchestra and win prizes for costumes.52
The dance was held at
54 King Street, at the Hydro head

office. The King Street location in the heart of the

business district was thus transformed into a public space
for fun and mer¡iment (plate g).

Thus, Winnipeg Hydro was again associated with community
well being and progress.

In addition to dances winnipeg Hydlo also played a role in
major city social
events such as parades. Hydro entered a grand float in
the

Jubilee parade (Plate

9)'

July 1927 city Diamond

The float and its photograph were designed to symboli
ze rhe

importance of electricity.53 citizens could gaze ontheir power
company as both

utilitarian and beautiful. For people who could not attend the
celebrations,

a photograph

and short story about the Hydro float were included in
the Hydro Neu,s.

While dances and parades acted as occasional indicators
of Hydro,s place in
society, promotional calendars could serve as constant rerninders.
The calendars could be
picked up at the main offìce on King Street and the
Hydro Neu,s was used as a reminder
52Winnipeg

5swinnipeg

Hydro, Lbtclt.o Netlts (Apriì, 1927).
Flydro, H),dt.o Ney,s

(luly,

1927).

to do so. The calendars in the 1920s promoted the use of electrical appliances with
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beautiful reproductions of photographs on the cover (Plate 10). On the back of each page
recipes and helpful hints were printed, a precursor to the Home Economics column
in the

Hydro News. These photographs functioned much as those described by Nye in the
American context:

... repeated advertising made the unknown familiar, the exotic
commonplace... Photography provided an ideal form of repetition,
making new products a visual reality as familiar objects inierted into
known environments, such as the home or a city street. photography
was not a casual sideline for General Electric but a crucial fom of
promotion necessary to the company. To a considerable degree, it
permitted the customer to visualize change and to possess new products
imaginatively.sa

This reinforcement through product placement occurred every time the customer. looked
at the calendar photographs.

Hydro News articles were often written with accompanying photographs to
interest the female audience. The October 1935 Hydro News reported that Winnipeg

Hydro had hired Betty MacKay, anexpert in "Home Economics and Domestic
Science."55 She was hired to provide helpful household hints and recipes for the
female
customers of Winnipeg Hydro:

You women of Wimipeg hitherto have had no one to turn to
about your various problems which are constantly arising,
whether it is trouble with your stove or a desire for new
ideas in entertainment. Perhaps you have been having
trouble with some of your electrical equipment or maybe
your cakes are not turning out as satisfactorily as they
should. Many are the problems wliich arise in a home and I
5J,

l\ye, / /.
,

s5winnipeg

Hydro, Hyclro News (October, 1935).
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am very glad to say that this department, which has been recently
opened, is to assist the housewife.56

Clearly, Winnipeg Hydro recognized women as key purchasers of electric appliances.
The inclusion of Betty MacKay's column changed the format of the Hydro News.
The newsletter became two pages longer, a shift from four to six pages. Instead

of

contacting an older matriarch for advice, female readers could now contact their Hydro
company directly -- though still through a female guide. Moreover, with the shift to

electric appliances it was assumed that women needed advice from "knowledgeable"

people. Winnipeg Hydro also had

a

fiscal motive - the sale of electrical appliances to

Winnipeggers. By October 1937 Beryl Williamson became the Hydro Home Economist
and wrote a column called "Recipe-of-the-Month."57 Housewives were urged to phone

the Home Economist for personal advice on purchasing electrical appliances.
The Manitoba Power Commission hired its first Home Economist,Elizabeth

Goulding, in 1946.s8 She provided recipes, household advice, party entertainment ideas
and information on electrical appliances. Photographs played a key role in promoting her

work (Plate 11). The Home Economist was designated the assistant editor of Town and
Farnt as well as the MPC Bulletin. Later in life, Margaret Shaw, once an MPC Home
Economist, described her job and the use of photography in her work:
The recipes used all had to be tested, and photos were taken of the
fìnished products. There was no test kitchen in my time at the
Hydro. I would buy all the supplies, bring them home, and

'urbid.
5TWinnipeg
5sManitoba

Hydro, Hyclro Net,s (October, 1937).
Hydro, Hislor¡t of Hyctro-Electric Pouter in Manitoba.
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prepare the recipes for the following month in my parents' kitchen.
mother was often interested and helped.se

My

As one scholar notes about the widespread use of Home Economists by companies,
"Adveftisers came to see women as their audience: home economists taught women
how to shop and how to plan for shopping."60 Also, as Nye observes:

While all the emphasis in advertising and public relations fell on what
came into the home as a result, of equal importance was the equivalent

flow of money out. As electricity became the energy preferreã for
almost every domestic necessity, this linkage of the home and the
corporation began to appear part ofthe natural order.6l

In 1914 Winnipeg Hydro started selling electrical appliances and installing
electric ranges. By 1920 the success of this work was sufficient enough to justify the
opening of a beautiful showroom on Princess Street. The Appliance Department sold an
assoúment of electrical appliances: ranges, washing machines, refrigerators, vacuum
cleaners, irons, fans, and percolators, to name but a

few. By

1935 winnipeg Hydro

relocated the showroom to the main downtown shopping area of the city in order to
attract more customers. This store was called City Hydro and not only sold appliances,

but also housed Hydro's first Model Kitchen and the Home Service Branch (plate l2).u,
The Manitoba Power Commission also was in the business of selling appliances
(Plate

l3). It occasionally

introduced appliances to Manitobans through town parades.

The company would enter a float to attract potential customers (Plate 14). The float in

this 1926 Portage la Prairie parade displays the only electric stove available for sale in the
5ePresentation

to the Manitoba Porver Commission Farm Electrification Celebration, September
Taken fi'om Manitoba Hydro, pov,er Commission 75,t, Anniversary,30.
oosusatr

6rNye,
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photograph is of a later Model Kitchen.
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york: pantheon Books, lgg2),243.

city. The two women on the float
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are dressed in professional cooking whites complete

with the toque. This float and its photograph demonstrate the rise of cooking as a
'Domestic Science', not a chore in the home, as a result of electricity.
Corporate milestones prompted popular stories that were often written about
in
the corporate newsletters. The November 1954 Buttetin

of theManitoba power

Commission celebrated the 100,000th farm customer (Plate 15). The photographs
that
accompany the article demonstrate the importance of the event. A sign
designating the
event has been placed by the farm meter. Premier Douglas Campbell parlicipated
in the

event. The Weerts family is represented as a happy rural hydro customer as they gaze
at
the farm meter in one picture and Mr. Weerts turns the meter on in another.
Electricity
\À/as

promoted as a means to perform various farm duties from cooking
to outdoor chores.

Electricity promised relief from fann drudgery and backbreaking chores.
In addition to using publications to promote rural electrification the Manitoba
Power Commission used an event called a "Field Day." It provided away
in which
farmers could easily access information about electricity services. Margaret
Shaw

provided insight into Field Days:
Some opportunities for direct contact occurred at the annual Manitoba
Power commission Field Days in which men from the Mpc, the
Department of Agric,rture, the Engineering Department of the
University, the MPC home economist and a home economist from the
Extension Service (Departrnent of Agricultule) held demonstrations of
the many uses of electricity on the fann. In 1951 there were 13 of us in
the crew. At the Field Day we set up a farmhouse, and took tums
demonstrating how the various appliances worked. The farmers, wives
who were hostesses on Field Days were special people. The days were
quite a bit of work for them, and they let.crowds of neighbors wander
through their homes for most of the dav.63
63Presentation

to the Manitoba Power Conrrrission Farrn Electrification Celebration, 30.
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Field Days allowed farm men and women to see the latest electrical services
at work
(Plate 16). This plate illustrates a demonstration of an electric
motor and was used as a

publicity photo to promote Field Days.
Photographs were also used to enhance the public's sense of a great
scientific

project underway. The depiction of the generators in the 1923 photograph
in (plate 17)
blends two messages. The absence of a person in

it suggests, as Nye observes of similar

early twentieth-century General Electric engineering photographs, ,.the
ideology

of

professionalism and scientific expertise rather than social involvement.,,64
But Winnipeg

Hydro has softened and personalized this possibly alienating pictorial
message with the
photograph's caption "Genetators in YOUR Plant at Point Du Bois."
The photograph
suggests both the irnmensity and complexity of the new electrical
technology and thus

enhances its prestige as the company that operates

it

and that this technology can be

mastered by the company's expefts for the cornmunity's benefit.
The remaining two photographs of hydro equipment (plates I g
and i 9) also

illustrate the social messages electrical power companies were trying
to convey in order
to advance their goals. Plate l8 shows a 1930 gas engine Buda Digger
used to dig holes
for transmission poles. It is displayed on a page that used to be part of
an album. The
digger is being operated by Hydro employees. This montage demonstrates
four of the
steps taken to dig a

hole. These photographs appear to symbolize the steady march (one

post at a time) of electrical progress until the end result (electrification
of all rural

Manitoba) is achieved. AIso, these photographs seem to show that it is
the common man
órNye,69.
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or farmer who is making electricity possible in the field
and not just white-coated
urban technicians. Plate l9 also seems to demonstrate
complex technical work in

progress' This is a photograph of a 69KV Solid Type
1 conducror 350,000 CM cable,
which was installed in 1948.
This chapter has attempted to cast light on why at least
some of the tens of
thousands of Manitoba hydro company photographs
were taken in the early twentieth

century and their great value for the study of these companies
and various aspects

of

Manitoba's history. This points again to the importance
of proper records and archival
management of them today. The chapter suggests that
the province's hydro companies
learned early on how to use photography as an adveftizing
tool to link their business
goals with broader community purposes. Photographs
were a key to their success in

becoming (particularly through creation of Manitoba
Hydro in 1961) among the most

important institutions in the province.
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Chapter 3
Examples of Manitoba Hydro's current use of photographs

Manitoba Hydro uses photographs in all areas of its work. In order to provide
sound management of such corporate images, we need to understand
the different uses to

which they are put. This chapter offers a sample of these uses. Due to
the size of the
cotporation, a full study of Hydro's uses for photographs is not possible.
The public

Affairs Department requires photographs for the published Annual Report
on its
activities. The Manitoba Electrical Museum uses historical photographs
to tell the
corporate story. The Environmental &.Land Use Planning Department
uses images to
address environmental issues. Dam safety,

civil

Engineering, uses photographs to

monitor structures, rebuilding projects, and for reporting purposes. Technical
photographs could be required to maintain or modify existing
facilities. These
departments use photographs as records like any others that have
administrative,

operational, legal, and historical value to the corporation. As schwaftz
states,
"photographs are documents, created by a will, for a purpose, to convey
a message to an
audience."l
Corporations create commemorative history books to celebrate anniversaries

of tlre key events. In Februaly 2002, Winnipeg Hydro was sold to Manitoba
Hydro, thus
forming one hydro-electric utility in Manitoba. This historic sale spured
the Wi¡nipeg
IJoan

M. Schwartz, "'We ¡nake our tools and or tools make us,.,, 42.
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Hydro Public Relations department to produce a history book entitl
Reflections

I9l I-2002. The book

ed,

Winnipeg Hydro

was to be presented to all the staff, city officials and

libraries as a reminder of the important contribution the City's electric
utility had made.
As no general complete history of Winnipeg Hydro had ever been written
before, this
became a major undertaking.

A synopsis of the book will be given here, with emphasis

on how photographs were chosen and used to tell the story of winnipeg
Hydro.

It was decided that a popular coffee-table history would be the best way
to
enable the most people to leam about and relate to the

"o*purry.t

Because of their

power to aftract and convey information effectively to a wide
audience, historical
photographs were clearly going to pray a key role in the company,s
curuent public
relations purposes.
The book's chapters are organized around hydro installations and
the divisions
and functions of the company. Photographs were chosen to
amplify the story. They were
a

visual representation of text. There are over 20,000 photographs in
the Winnipeg

Hydro Archives. When pursuing company records for information, an
eye was kept on
the images used in reports or publications. These images were noted
and then looked for

in the photograph collection, as they provided context for the original
intent of the image.
To gather primary sollrces for the book, each chapter was provided with
a
labeled file folder and relevant material collected from the Hydro
Circuits, Hydro News,

Annual Reports and Reports on Operations. Once all of the naterial
was collected to
2l

had a Inajor role in theresearch and writing of this book. I rnade
the initial choice of photographs and
artifacts that were used. I was one of a team of two who conpiled
all of the archival material for the book.
I wrote the corporate milestones and provided editorial feedbáck on the
text and I organized the distribution
of the book to Hydro ernployees, libraries, and public officials.
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produce the text of the book, the images to accompany
the chapters were chosen. Images
were chosen that had been featured with specific stories
and to represent large pieces

of

the chapter. within each chapter there is a blend of
archival and contemporary

photographs. Examples of Pointe du Bois photographs
are as follows: there are
construction shots of the Generating Station, and images
of the contemporary town such
as the school house, children playing, and the
old grocery store. These images are

combined with contemporary images of the current
town, hockey team and f,rre
department (Plate 20). The photographs used in winnipeg
Hydro Reflectionsprovide

different messages to different readers. As Nye discusses
in Image worlds, various

.

General Electric images were directed at specific groups
such as workers, managers, and
consumers. Photographs are used to evoke memories,
the great company picnic or
company civic pride in collecting toys for families in
need, and recognition of successful
projects such as the building of a generating station.
The Manitoba Electrical Museum also uses photographs
to explore histo¡ical

events' This museum is owned by Manitoba Hydro
and is used to convey the history

of

hydro electricity in the province. It operates as an Educational
centre to promote the safe
use of electricity to school children. The museum
is staffed with two Manitoba Hydro
ernployees and tours are given by Hydro retirees.
The historical arlifacts that are used

within the museum are under the custody of the Hydro-X,
who are members of the
Manitoba Hydro retiree club. The Hydro-X store the company's
historical artifacts and
some photographs at their workshop, which is sepalate
from the museum. Through the
Canadian Heritage and Information Network (CHIN)
Commurity Memories project a
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virtual exhibit on providing electricity to rural Manitoba was launched
in May 2003.
Community Memories is a federal government pïogram that provides
financial grants to
small museums' It aims to strengthen the capacity of smaller
museums to create content

for the Web by supporting their development of on-line exhibits
of local history.3 While
working at the Manitoba Electrical Museum I proposed and wrote grantfor
a
an exhibit
entitled "Powering Up Rural Manitoba." This exhibit fit into the
mandate of the

community Memories project, which aimed at exploring

a

town,s main industry, a

historical event, or a way of life. In addition, the information pertaining
to these topics
must come from the institution's peûnanent collection, personal photographs,
documents
and oral reminiscences of local citizens.

The exhibit "Powering Up Rural Manitoba" is the story of rural
electrification in

Manitoba after World War II and how it affected the lives of rural
communities. The
exlribit is displayed in two pafis: a gallery of photographs, advertisements,
and sketches;
a compilation of four short stories that discuss various aspects
of rural

electrification:

1.

The Ernergence of Farm Electrification in Manitoba; 2. A photographic
Collection:

Building Up Rural and Farm Electrihcation; 3. Promoting the Use
of Electrici ty;

and,4.

The Progression of Electrical Appliances.o The project took
one year to complete and
there are 130 photographs in the exhibit.

'Canadian Heritage Information Network,
<http://www'chin.gc.ca./English/Members/vMC-Memories/index.html.>
acanadian

(viewed February ls,2009).

Heritage Information Network, community Merrories, "potering (Jp
Rural Maritoba,,,
<http://www'virtualmuseunr.calPM.cgi?LM:communityMemories&scope:cornnrunityMer¡ories&Ap:c
m sealch&tab:Exhibits&forrntype:Simple&LANG:English&action:Search&cmTenns=powering>

(Viewed Febluary I 5, 2009).
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The first stage of this project created four story lines that
the museum wanted to

portray; after this was completed a thorough investigation
was done into photographs
held by the Hydro-X. Due to the number of images required
for this exhibit, locating and
deciding which photographs to choose was a labour intensive
process. As well as

looking at the photographs it was extremely useful to ¡ead the
Manitoba power
Commission's newsletters, which give accounts of the electrification
of rural Manitoba
from company' government and citizen perspectives. The
newsletters contain contextual
information that explains why some the pictures were taken
by the Manitoba power
Commission. These articles contain information on the placement
of poles, wiring
farmhouses and barns, and educational seminars on using
electrical implements and

appliances. The images were chosen to go with the exhibit story
lines. Also, the
photographs were chosen for their educational value and
emotional impacts. For the
story line that discussed electrical appliances the Hydro-X
member that I was working

with and I decided that photographs of the Museum's artifacts were
required in order to
represent that physical dimension of the stories.s

Photographs for the exhibit were also used to evoke rnemories
among residents

of

Manitoba who remembered the rural electrification experience.
Various interviews were
held with former Manitoba Power commission employees
and fanners. photographs
were used during the interviews- These photographs became
conduits into memories

scommunity

of

Memories is ainled at the general public. To my knowledge,
Manitoba Hydro,s valuable
historical photographs have not been usèd to discuss Hydro in
acadernic"work except in Jenara Franklin,
"Revelation Hydro Kitchen: My New Electric Range Reveals
the Secret of Successful Meals,,, Maritoba
Hisf or¡t Nunrber 48 (Autunrn / Winrer 2004_2005).
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events in their

lives. When showing

a photograph

of a man climbing a hydro pole to a

retired MPC lineman and asking if he remembered doing this, he
answered yes with a
laugh and offered a story about the tar on the poles and what the
men looked like after

climbing them:

A lot of the trees were Jake poles, which came out of Riding
Mountain.... There was a treatment plant in Transcona: that's where
they were pressure treated with creosote and they were black as
sin. An
interesting part of it is that you would start workin the morning
*á yo.,
were just covered with creosote. A lot of people's faces and
arins
would skin because it would burn from the crãosote. so, we used
calamine lotion and that was what would help. you,d look at guv
a
and
think he was half ghost because his face was all white.6
The photograph transported the viewer back in time and provided
the writer of the exhibit

with

a new

way in which to consider the photograph (plate

2l).

As Schwaftz says,

"photographic witnessing ha[s] a temporal as well as a spatial dimension.
In giving
immediate and direct visual access to the past.... the photograph
serves as.. .a device

of

memory' a form of travel."7 The interviews that were done with pictorial
aids brought
the past to

life and provided the Manitoba Hydro work with another purpose for its

photographs.s

6logie

Johnson, cotnmunity Memories Exhibit. MPC lineman, interview
by author, digital voice recording,
Winnipeg, Maniroba (October j, 2004).

loan M' Schwaftz, "'Records of Simple Truth and Precision': Photography, Archives,
and the Illusion of
Control," Archiyarict 50 (Fall, 2000), 11.
sThe

irlterviews tllat were collected for the community Menrories Exhibit
are now being used in a
permanent exhibit at the Manitoba Electrical Museum.
There is a panel at which the viewer can activate
audio excerpts floll the interviews.
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A fourth example of an area that

uses photographs is the Public

Affairs

Department, Hydro's corporate liaison with the citizens of Manitoba. This
department
communicates corporate goals and answers questions about the company
for customers.
One way in which this is accomplished is through the Annual Report,
which uses

photographs to convey messages to citizens and the governing bodies
that regulate the

corporation. Although Annual Reports contain much statistical information and
other
information on Manitoba Hydro, they also make important use of photographs.
These
photographs are representative of progress the corporation has made
that year.

It is important to keep in mind that along with whatever aesthetic value the
photograph may have, a bureaucratic transaction is also occuring.
When as Schwartz
states,
. '.photographs are an integral part of the means which
governments and
businesses communicate legislation, implement policiei ... and because

photographs convey, in a non-verbar way, the ideological context
of
values and beliefs that inform and animate official policies and
practises, they constitute an important interface between institution
and
individual.

The New Media Officer in the Public Affairs Depaftment articulates the requirements
for
choosing photographs. She says, "genelally photographs are chosen based
on the quality

of the irnage and what the image is saying about a particularly significant event.,,

l0

Photographs are selected to illustrate major events that occurred during the year,
such as
the launch of a new product, the overhaul of a key piece of equipment, involvement
in a
eSchwartz,

"'We nrake our tools and or tools make us,.,, 53.

'oAnita Mitchell, New Media officer, Public Affairs Department, Manitoba Hydro, interview by author,
digital voice lecording, Winnipeg, Maniroba (Decenbei \j,2004).
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major building project, whether a generating station or a transmission line, or a response
to a major weather event. Photographs that illustrate people at work may also be chosen,
particularly if employees were working in a diff,rcult or unusual situation.lr
The photographs used in the report originate with the corporate photographer

who is commissioned to take photographs at special events. For example, if the
cotporation wants to do a feature on generating stations, then the files of the corporate
photographer are perused to see whether there are photographs of stations. If these
photographs do not quite meet the standards, the corporate photographer is asked to go
out into the field and retake the photographs. The work done by generating stations may
be one of the themes in the Annual Report. The New Media Officer selects the themes

the report. The president of the company approves

of

it. The CEO and the Vice presidents

collectively approve the cover image that is used on the Annual Report.l2
Analyzing one repoft -- Manitoba Hydro's 2004 Annual Report -- offers another
interesting angle on the use of corporate photographs. The report's theme was customers,
whether residential, small business, the large industrial user, or major accounts. The
cover of the report had photographs of various customers, and inside the report were
pages showing Manitoba Hydro's diverse customer gl'oups and how the corporation
aids

them with their energy needs.13 In an interview with me, the New Media Officer drew
attention to a photograph that profiled an agricultulal customer:

"rbid.
'2ìbid.

'trbid.
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There is a rerativery young farmer in his cow barn
that posed for us.
What was unique about his cow barn was that we
had helped him install
this new lighting rechnology thar Hydro is working
orr. t!u"r, i¡rr,
like it because the customer himseli is very personable
and relaxed and
it's a great.t-ug. because you can see the cóws in the backgrourrJ
arrd
you can still see our product, but it doesn't right
away speak Manitoba
Hydro, but there we are subtly in the backgro'und.
Tå me that is what
we are all about, peopre don't think about é.r"rgy
or erectricity anymore,
they just expect it to be there and this image
,u!, tnut to.,,..ií
The warmth of this person portrays the theme established
for the 2004 Annual
Report (Plate22).

Another photograph in the 2004 repoftdisplays Hydro's
support for community
aspirations, in pafticular those of Aboriginal people.
Shamattawa is a very remote

Aboriginal community in nofihern Manitoba (Plate 23).
rnthe picture tl'.ee Hydro
employees shake hands with Chief william Miles
of the Shamattawa First Nation, ro
celebrate that the cotporation had just enhanced power
se¡vice to the area. Just prior to

the taking of the photograph, the community hosted
a lunch to mark the openi'g of the

new energy service in that area. The photograph was
chosen for the Annual Repor-t
because

it represented corporate and community friendship and
cooperation,

as the

repofi

itself put it, "because all the hands are brought into
the centre, so it says, all for one, one

for all effort and it really was, because not only Hydro
made this happen, but the
community as well."l-s

'orbid.

''rbid.
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Another revealing photograph from the Annual Report is a Winnipeg winter
scene (Plate

24). The photograph was taken from

a

high rise building near the

Assiniboine River looking down at the legislative buildings.l6 It was an extremely cold
day in January. With frequent cold spells in the city, this photograph demonstrates to
people how significant Manitoba Hydro is to Manitoba's very existence in this harsh

climate and to the high quality of life Hydro makes possible despite it.
Clearly, the photographs that are used by Public Affairs convey specific
messages to the

public. These photographs demonstrate how the corporation wishes to be

viewed by the public. As we have seen, the photographs used in this department are
generally representations of an operational function. The majority of the photographs
is
aesthetically pleasing and politically correct. From a records management perspective
these important images need to be managed and preserved for both company a¡d public

purposes. Indeed, customers often query about and ask for personal copies of them.
While the Public Affairs Department concerns itself with corporate image, the
Environmental Services Depaftment within Manitoba Hydro considers colporate impact
on the environment. This department uses photographs for specific operational and

project studies. For instance when Manitoba Hydro purchased Winnipeg Hydro from
the

City of Winnipeg in2002, the "due diligence" process included identifyi¡g possible
contaminated properties. Manitoba Hydro had six years from the date of purchase to

identify these properties in order to limit its liability for any futur.e remediation of the
properties.
'urbid.
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The list of possible properties included: any construction dumpsites and/or landfill
sites related to the construction of hydro generating stations on the'Winnipeg River
system (for example at Pointe du Bois and Slave Falls), the distribution system (for

example, the oil-filled underground cable system, and construction dumpsites for
generation and transmission line construction), and Maintenance/Operation yards
associated with Winnipeg Hydro's generation, transmission, and operation

facilities. The

Winnipeg Hydro archives photographs supplied a wealth of information on many of these
properties. For example, little was known about the underground oil-f,rlled cable system.
Winnipeg Hydro archives supplied construction photographs that were invaluable in
determining how the system worked, and identifying Manitoba Hydro,s potential

liabilities to the Corporation. As Schwartz notes,"...photographs are an enhanced form
of visual note taking, a tool of observation, and an accurate and reliable means of
documentation."lT From early construction photographs of the generating stations, the
department was able to identifli potential construction/landfill areas. Early photographs

of some of the substations of the City of Winnipeg identified the occupants of adjacent
properties which might also be problernati".'8 Subsequent site visits to each of these
properties conf,irmed the infonnation found in the Winnipeg Hydro archives and

facilitated the work in completing the studies.

rTSchwartz,

ì

l.

"'Records of Simple Truth and Precision': Photography, Archives, and the Illusion of Control,',

ttGil Goddard,
Environmental Services Department, email to author (Mar-cl-t 15,2004)
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While the use of archival photographs can be of great benefit to the day{o-day

work of a corporation like Manitoba Hydro

as

this example shows, some of them acquire

important new uses over time. Although they may have originally been taken simply to
display building techniques, the schedule of construction, and the tools used, photographs
such as those used in the environmental reviews discussed above can have a new

life

within the corporation as much as ninety years -- or more -- af\er they were taken. And
this environmental purpose is only one in which archival photographs have been used to
support planning exercises and make physical assessments of the various structures
managed by Manitoba Hydro.

The Civil Engineering Deparlment at Manitoba Hydro also makes use of a great
number of construction photographs. A Structural Engineer working as a Design
Engineer for the Structural Engineering Department of

civil

Engineering was

interviewed to discuss the uses of photographs in his area. The Design Engineer manages
structure renovations and new construction, reviews consultant drawings on new projects,
and oversees maintenance of the old generating plants.le

The Structural Engineering Department uses archival photographs for

information needed to maintain and operate older structures. One generating station that
has garnered interest is Pointe du Bois, a structure that is now over 100 years old and

still

producing power. As the Design Engineers notes, archival photographs are used with
blueprints:

'oWayne Flather, Design Engineer, Civil Engineering Deparlment, Manitoba Hydro, intervierv by author,

digital voice recording, Winnipeg, Manitoba., (July 22,2005).
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There have been occasions that there are conflicting drawings - one
showing it was constructed like this, the other showing it was
constructed like that and the only way to really convince yourself one
way or the other is to try to go back and look at the original construction
photos and to try to see if you can pick up something on the photos that

would indicate how it was constructed or what construction practices
they were using at the time.2o
In this case, then, original construction photographs are used as evidence ofpast
construction.

As an exercise in reading photographs as evidence, in 2005 I asked a Design
Engineer to analyze eleven photographs that were relevant to a current project he was

working on at the Pointe du Bois generating station. The Design Engineer's project was
to decide whether to retrofit the station, demolish it, or designate it as a historic building.
This analysis shows records managers how important it is to see photographs as vital
records in what may have been assumed to be unlikely functions: civil engineering.
Plate 25 shows the early preparation for the foundation of the Pointe du Bois

Powerhouse area in 1909. This involved intensive labour. Workers used a tool that has
an air compress hose hooked up to it, but they had little other heavy equipment to help

them. The coffer-dam had

a

timber frame. Today coffer-dams are made of earth and

rock.2l In the photograpli there is a tripod like structure to one side, perhaps the staft of
crude crane that was being used to move the larger rocks out of the excavation.
Pla|e 26 shows another aspect of the Powerhouse excavation -- the crane used to

lift larger rocks out of the area.
torbid.

2'rbid.

Some of the workers have handpicks or large steel bars

a
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to break the rock after blasting. This photograph tells Civil Engineers about the
foundation preparation

:

This is of interest to us because we are looking at the stability of the dam,
specifically the dam actually sliding on the rock. How they prepared the
original bedrock is important for us to figure out.22
This is a photo of a small concrete plant known as a batch plant, where batches of
concrete are produced (Plate 27). The batch plant is small, so the output of concrete is

limited. When laying out small

batches of concrete,

a

joint is created where the old

concrete meets the new concrete.
'When

we are going through the study and doing the analysis of certain
structures. [we need to] keep... in mind that there ... [arel a lot of ioints
formed by just the way they were placing the concrete.23
Joints can lead to weaknesses in the foundation. Horse buggies were used to haul

concrete. A labourer behind the buggy dumped it into the form. Not much concrete
could be made at once.

A

1909 vintage mixer and stone crusher were used. On the deck

there appear to be bags of cement. A banel provides the water supply. This
photographic evidence of a very basic operation gives the Civil Engineers an idea
of the

quality of concrete that was produced: "when you look at the structure 100 years later the
performance of the original concrete is very poor; it is what you expect from this type
batching process."24

"lbid.
"rbid.
'oìbid.

of
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In Plate 28 there are four labourers bending and reinforcing steel. There are two
pieces of information relevant to engineers here: the type of reinforcement
that was being
used, which was a square bar, and that

it was twisted on site. This reinforcement was

going into the wheel pit of the generating station. They had to bend a greatdeal
of steel
to this radius to reinforce the wheel pits.2s

In Plate 29 inthe background there is a structure that is labelled "the crusher,'. It
was built onsite to crush the blasted rock from the excavation so that

it could be used in

the concrete:
Adjacent to that is where the concrete batch plant was constructed. you
can sort of see right there is the mixer; you can see the end of the mixer
there and you can see the rail system that they had set up from that point
over to the construction site....In the middle of the photograph is thè
reinforcement that [the labourers] were bending to form the wheel pit.26

In the photo there is a pile of bent leinforcement that looks like a wave. The engineers
found this interesting because in that area of the generating station the apron slab in

particular was shown on the drawings: "we probably wouldn't have believed it had
we
not actually seen it in the photographs that they did that."27 The apron is unique to pointe
du Bois' It is underneath the intake of the generating station, similar to a de-wateri¡g

gallery. A de-watering gallery is intended to reduce the uplift underneath the dam caused
by water pressut'e. Essentially, it is a space under the dam with cavities to drain water
out.

25rbid.

'urbid.

ttrbid.
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In Plate 30 the reinforcement can be seen being placed in the apron. This gives
the engineers a view of the type of reinforcement, the twisted square rod, as well as the
type of form work the workers were using. The wooden forms still had bark on them.
The labourers cut trees in this area to use them for forms.28
As this evidence suggests Civil Engineering has noticed the incompleteness
paper records documenting older generating stations. It has tried to

fill

of

the void by using

photographs' For newer generating stations drawings and construction records have been
produced in greater volumes and housed more accurately.ze Above was a working model

of how photographs contain evidential value to the engineers at Manitoba Hydro. These
photographs are from an album of Pointe du Bois construction photographs. The initial

plllpose of this album was to document the process of the construction and the industrial
and social progress the generating station represented.30

Another example of the usefulness of photographs is provided by the Power
Supply Engineering Department who have organized, aProject Management group that

works on projects involving protection upgrades (improving safety structures, for

"lbid.
tolbid.
'o The Pointe du Bois photograph album can be compared to the photographs taken of the Bloor Viadt¡ct in
3- l9l 8. One only needs replace the nàme Tãronto with Manitoba. The purpose
of the two sets of photographs is the same. "These photographs," says archivist Anastasia Rodgers,..were
taken to monitor public works and activities and to prorrrote Toronto as a place of growth
and dãvelopment.
This civic agenda was best achieved using the medium of photography, for no other medium could
so
systematically representthe progress of the project and its majestic conrpletion." Anastasia Rodgers,
"Constructing Beauty: The Photographs Docurnenting the Construction of the Bloor Viaduct,',
Archivaria
54 (Fall, ?.002),13.

Toronto' ontario from l9l
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example, a hand rail) and commissioning of safety equipment.3l
Two categories

of

photographs are used by the Project Management group:
the first is photographs that are
being taken regularly to document the normal operating system,
and the second is
photographs of something that has gone wïong.

"

Th" first type of photograph might be

needed for a claim (for example: Workers Compensation)
or law

suit. The photographs

enable the Project team to respond to problems by examining
how the structure was built.

Scoping sketches are a type of document used to describe a plan
of action that
outlines different options. The Project Management group initially
marks up a sketch
instead of drafting out the work. The group uses photographs
to save time that would
have been devoted to drafting and reading the document.

A scoping sketch is created

before a project plan and the project plan is created using the
scoping sketch. For
example, a scoping sketch was created for the Slave Falls sluiceway
lifeline project in
December 2004'33 Below are the steps that the Project Management
group took in their

work' Manitoba Hydro hired consultants to draft a memo describing

the problem and to

propose a solution. These melnos are project management
templates that include the
photograph of the problem with bracketed text and 'add-on
structures' on top of the

photograph. These photographs witli the information drawn
on top replace drafting
drawings at this stage of the ploject. Plate 31 is an example of photograph
a
from one

of

the generating sites that displays a safety concern that could
be addressed with the
ilJim Langdon,
Power Supply Engineering, civil Engineering Department,
Manitoba Hydro, interviewed
by autlror' digital voice recording, winnipèg, Manitoia.,lNoiemuei
l+,,zoos¡.

"rbid.
ttlbid.
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construction of a hand rail. Word Art from Microsoft is used as a fast and efficient
means of adding information layers to the photographs regarding what work could
or

should be done.3a These memos are then saved as non-modifiable PDFs. Since there
are
various possible solutions to the problem different options are offered. By placing

information on top of photographs the corporation is saving drafting time and improving
communication, as the photograph is easier to read than drafted plans. The scoping
sketch enables a project to be developed and scheduled for completion.

Within the Civil Engineering Department there is

a

Dam Safety group that

monitors and inspects generating station structures, to ensure they function safely and

efficiently. Dam Safety not only protects the public and the environment, it also plans
and carries out maintenance

work. This function

also involves geotechnical surveillance

of earth dams and dykes.3s Dam Safety uses photographs to inspect the integrity of
physical structures. Photographs accompany all inspections and provide information
on
the current condition of the structure that can be used to compare conditions fi.om
previous years and monitor deterioration:

A large amount of the photographs are areas where there are concerns oï
problems and we try to take the same type of photograph each year,
same angle, to give a good qerspective that if things have changed, you
should be able to pick it up.36

saLangdon,
35Ed

Power Supply Engineering, interview.

Chanlbers. Greg Ferguson and Terry Arrnstrong, Dam Safety, Civil Engineering
Department,
Manitoba Hydro, intervierv by author, digital voice r.ecording, wínnipeg, Manitoba., (November
4, 2005).
torbid.
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In order to demonstrate any changes in the physical structure Dam Safety produces an
annual report with photographs that document particular structures. These photographs
are taken at about the same time every year and at the same

spot. As

a result, a visual

historical record is being created and used to monitor physical structures.3T This creates
an impofiant body of photographic evidence that requires sound records management.

Historical photographs are often used when an assessment of a structure is
underway. These photographs allow the viewer to see how the structure was built and to
see signs of problems. For example, a photograph of the structure when

jointed, or the surface preparation of the site, allows the viewer to

it was built and

see what

kind of

quality control went into the original construction. The nature of concrete structures is
determined by when they are built (including the time of year) and how they were built,

(including the material used). This determines what Dam Safety has to maintain for both
earth and concrete structures. Dam Safety views photographs as important evidence
the past:

"...

of

the pictures are a thousand words, so they are gold to us.',38 photographs

demonstrate various construction techniques and provide knowledge of how these

structures currently perform.

37Much

like Danl Safety's use of historical generating station photographs, a group of scientists at the
Mountain Legacy Project/Rocky Mountain Photoglaphy Project have been using histor-ical
phototopographical survey images held at Library and Archives of Canada. The group compares historical
photographs of the Rockies with current photographs it takes of the same subjects in order to conduct
studies ofthe environnlental change. See Jill Delaney, "An Inconvenient Truth? Scientific photography
and Archival Anlbivalence," Archivaria 65 (Spring, 2008),76. As well, the project has an interesting
website where you can view sonre of the photographs. Mountain Legacy Project, "Mountain Legacy
Project," <http://mountainlegacy.uvic.ca./about> (Viewed, April 21, 2009).
ssEd

Chanlbers et al, Darn Safety, intervierv.
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Condition Reports are written about generating stations under investigation.
The
Seven Sisters Condition Report is interesting as it states that the different
seasons when

the construction took place are important to consider in monitoring
the structure,s safety.
For the north spillway, concrete that was poured in the winter is standing
up far bette¡
than concrete that was poured in the su*mer.3e The main reason
for that, as far as Dam
Safety can determine, is that the builders increased the cement content
in the concrete in

winter to make up for the poorer conditions outside. As a result, these
structures have
held up better to the extreme freezing and thawing of Manitoba's
weather. This

information was derived from careful study of photographs and some
textual reports.
Information from historical photographs influenced all the anchoring
that was
done at Seven Sisters in the

mid 1990s. Manitoba Hydro's generating stations are gravity

structures. It is possible for engineers to determine out how big and
how heavy these
structures need to be to resist the

load. Seven Sisters had some stability deficiencies that

were addressed in 1994 by drilling holes tll'ough the structure into
the rock and then

putting in long pieces of steel that would be fixed into the rock.
Extensive research was
done on the configuration of the structure so that Dam Safety would
anchor the structure

only where it was required. Photographs documenting the history of
the construction of
the structure provided much of the information used in this pr.oject.
Drawings were
consulted but pliotographs were considered a more reliable record
by the group. In the
case of the Seven Sisters anchoring project, a few of the historical
photographs are shown

here to illustrate their importance. Plate 32 in particular shows
the typical shape a¡d
'orbid-
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nature of the bedrock surfaces the structures rest on. This affects the stability
calculations used to configure the anchors.o0 Th" next photograph (plate 33) shows
the
south non-overflow dam partly constructed, and how the ends of the individual
blocks

of

the structure are keyed into one another. (Look slightly above the centre of the

photograph.) The keying affects how the blocks interact structurally with one
another
and therefore their stability.4r After studying the site and the background contextual

information, design drawings were created for the anchoring work.
Dam Safety also investigated a structural conceflr at the G¡and Rapids generating

station. The group was asked to determine if the rock-fill on the back of the intake was
moving downhill or not. The rock-fill was placed to increase the self-weight of the intake
in order to compensate for some slippery joints discovered in the bedrock underneath
this
part of the dam during construction. The Dam Safety group examined drawings
and a
number of photographs to assess the situation and then reported back to Generation-South

Department. Plates 34 and 35 show two of the photographs that were used in the
assessment. The photographs were located in the abandoned photographic filing system

in their building.a2 These photographs display the rock-fiIl

ln

1964. In order to assess

any changes in the structure, photoglaphs of the site were retaken in 2000. A photograph

from l3 July 2000 that aided the comparison of the rock-fìll is shown in plate 36. After
aoManitoba

Hydro, Civil and Geotechnical Departrnents, Generating Projects Division, Seven
Sisters
Gen.eraling Statiott, Reference Volunte-Concrete Constntction anclboncrete Repairs. (Winnipeg:
Manitoba
Hydro, Novernber I 975).

o'rbid.

aThis photographic
collection was subsequently moved to Manitoba Hydro's Records Managenrent
Section.
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the preliminary investigation was complete a report was submitted
to the GenerationSouth Department in

Civil Engineering that discussed observations and conclusions.

Photographs were used in a report as a visual aid in interpreting the problem.
Thus
photographs helped again to resolve an engineering concern.

As Manitoba Hydro structures age they show their deficiencies. The Dam
Safety
group spends a gteat deal of time on monitoring all structures. The
old ones take up a
disproportionate amount of time because they have more problems,
both because the
technology used when they were built is not as good as today's, and
because they also
have been exposed longer to the weather. Although, the more modern
structures were

produced with better construction methods and materials, problems

will still arise in the

future and photographs will have to be examined to help solve them. Dam
Safety
engineers remark that "the stuff that is not sexy

or glitzy or whatever... will [still] tell

you if the seepage changed from five years ago to today.',a3 Sometimes
seemingly
ordinary technical photographs are very useful for reasons that were not part
of the initial
intentions behind their creation, illustrating, as Schwartz states, that .,photographic
images are decontextualized and recontextualized into photographic
documents and in the
process assume new functions and acquire new meanings within
new contextual

configulations."44 Alternatively, the viewer might be interested in somethi¡g
in the
background of a picture and thus tlie function of the photograph changes
as in the

following example:
a3Chambers

ooschwanz,

et al, Dam Safety, interview.

"'We lnake our tools and or tools make us,,,'

50.
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Grand Rapids, where when they started building the powerhouse,
they
discovered some joints in the rock that were full of ciay which
makes the
joint a little bit slippery. The original design of the powerhouse
would not
have been stable with these joints that they found so the solution
was to
put a bunch of rock on the back of the structure to make it
heavier, using
gravitational force to make it more stable, given these joints
*".. th..".
We [Dam Safety] got into a debate a couplé years ago whether that
rock
was moving, going somewhere, and we ended up finaing
some pictures
down the hall, just general shots of this nice new po*"rho.rre
that was
under construction, but hey, you could zoom in on this thing
and see
where the rock started and where it is today. And do ,o-" *rt
of u.,
analy.sis to see if this thing is really going somewhere and
where and

*hy.ot

This photograph demonstrates the value of historical images in
maintaining important
structures at Manitoba Hydro.

Photographs of various kinds and ages

-

the seemly ordinary and not ,.sexy,, ones,

and those kept mainly for aesthetic or symbolic purposes such
as "the pictures located

down the hall" or those found in an old near forgotten filing
system can be crucial to

Hydro' This points

again to the importance of sound records management and
archival

preservation of photographs as documentary evidence. To
achieve that we must discuss
the cunent olganization of photographs at Manitoba Hydro,
which is the subject of the

next chapter.

a5Chalnbers

et al, Dam Safety, interview.
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The Present organuational state of Manitoba Hydro photographs

This chapter will discuss the current organizational state of a
few representative
examples of Manitoba Hydro photographic collections. The photographs
rhat will be
examined are: those inherited fi'om the Public Relations Department
of Winnipeg Hydro
when it was merged with Manitoba Hydro; those in the custody
of the Manitoba

Electrical Museum Incorporated; and those with Public Affairs,
Records Management,

Civil Engineering in Manitoba Hydro. Each area has its own system for
managing

and

photographic records. Each will be analyzed,in accordance
with four concerns: 1. the
approximate number of photographs in the collection; 2. thephysical
storage of the
images; 3. the quality of the description of the images or surrounding
contextual

infomation about them; and 4. the accessibility of the images. The appraisal
strategies of
the areas studied will be discussed whe¡e applicable. Both digital
and paper photographs

will

be discussed since

in 2002 digital photographs began to replace paper-based ones at

Manitoba Hydro.
The body of photographs that was in the custody of the public
Relations
Depaftment of Winnipeg Hydro has two parts: the corporate photographs
that were in
current use at Winnipeg Hydro and the archival collection.l
The curent photograplis
range in date from the 1970s to 2001 and were located at
Winnipeg Hydro,s Head Office.
The photographs were stored in two offìces and a boardroom.
They were stored in
rThese

pìrotographs are currently in the custody of the Records
Management section of Manitoba Hvdro.

drugstore variety photograph albums and in the developer pouches. Description
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of

them was very limited. The label on the album had a date and a title if the photographs
were of a special event. On some images a date and name of a person might be recorded.
The developer pouches had no descriptive information beyond the date the film was

developed. Access was controlled by Public Relations staff. It was time consuming to

find a specific image, as numerous pouches of photographs and albums had to be pulled
out of storage and viewed.
The Winnipeg Hydro Archival collection was handled in a different manner from
the current photographic collection. The Archival collection numbered approximately
20,000 images and ranged in date from circa I 903 to the 1960s. About a third of the
photographs are in albums. A substation is an industrial building that controls
electricity

to a designated area of the city. This location housed all the historical information on
Winnipeg Hydro: artifacts, textual records, advertisements, newspaper articles, and, of
course, photographs. The photographs were in a room in the back of the substation
in

metal filing cabinets.

Description was minimal for the archival photographs. It consisted only of what
was originally recorded. Nothing had been added since. Some photographs had dates
and lists of people's names. Others had no description at

all. A few of the early

construction albums had quite thorough descriptions of the event that the photograph
portrayed.2 Accessibility was controlled by Public Relations, but a security clearance
was required to exanine these images. Access was adversely affected by their
out-of2The

Archival Collection of Winnipeg Hydro was in good physical condition. It is evident, however,
that
over the years photographs had been renloved and noi retuinéd.

the-way substation storage location. And the limited descriptions made finding the
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photographs quite labour intensive.

In 2000 Winnipeg Hydro decided that its historical records should be catalogued.

A procedure manual was written to enable standardized control of all the historical
material.3 This manual was later used for the curent photographic collection. The
descriptive elements developed for the photographs were drawn from the Rules
for

Archival Description The following six descriptive fields were established for
cataloguing photographs: l.reference number; 2. titte;3. date of the photograph 4. name
;

of the photographer; 5. physical description; and 6. subject matter or scope and content.a

A reference number is

a unique number given to photographs and negatives

for

identification purposes. The reference numbering system devised for Winnipeg Hydro
combined both letters and numbers, for example: pR.p.1.l or pR.N.5.30.5 The
abbreviation definitions are as follows: PR (Public Relations), a 'P' foL print or ,N, for a
negative, album number, and finally each photo in the album received an item number.
The second field is the title of the photograph. The third is a date given to the
photograph that is as exact as could be possible. For example: octobe r 23, 1960,
Febrtrary 1957, Spling 1985, or Circa 1968-1972.6 Th" physical description was of the
photographic process, and the different sizes or peculiar physical features ofthe
'Jenara Franklin, Winnipeg Hydro, Collection Managentent Proceclures Manual
.for the Archives (May g,
2001). Although this rnanual dealtwith a variety of materials I will only be discussingthe photographs.
'Jenara Franklin' Organizittg the llinnipeg Hydro Pubtic Relations Departntent phorographic Collection.
(July, 2001).
5Note

that if there is both an original print and negative, they both have the same nurnber- but are
differentiated by the 'P' or 'N'.
uwhen

possible all dates nlust be recorded in the catalogue as Mo¡rth, Day, and year.

photographs such as, colour print, or 4 inches x 6 inches.
The scope and content
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section provided a description of the subject matter
of the photograph. The name of the
photographer or studio was also included. If the name
of photographer is unspecified,
was recorded as Photographer Unknown. In order
to establish administrative control

it

of

the photographs three forms were created: a Separation
form, for when an image was

removed for duplication, a Reproduction Request form,
and aDescription form.
Once these controls were in place, InMagic database
was purchased in order to

record and digitize the photographs. An area for the description
of photographs was
created in the database' accompanied by a place for
a digital image to be displayed. The
database was to allow efficient searchable access
to corporate

imagery. It was formatted

and ready for use when winnipeg Hydro was sold
to Manitoba

Hydro. This system was

then discontinued' The Winnipeg Hydro current and
archival photograph collections
were placed in the custody of the Records Management
section of Manitoba Hydro in
2006.

The Hydro-X Incorporated is a group of Manitoba
Hydro retirees who look after
the Manitoba Electrical Museum collection of photographs,
artifacts, and textual records.
The museum collection of photographs dates from the
early 1900s to around 1970. The
number of photographs in the collection is approxim ately
200,000. Currently, the Hydro-

X photographic collection is physically located in

a

trailer outside a Hydro office

building'7 The photoglaphs are stored in binders, albums,
and folders and housed in
boxes or metal

tThere

filing cabinets.

is discussion with the Public Affairs Depaftment
of moving these photogr-aphs to the new Manitoba
Hydro head office in downtown Winnipeg.
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The Hydro-X have created a four level subje ctltitleindex
with a numeric

code organizational structure for photographs. The first
descriptor is by subject. The

subject groups are as follows: Generation Hydraulic, Generation
Thermal (wood, coal,

oil, gas fired)' Transmission Lines, Sub-transmission and Distribution
Lines, Terminal
Stations, Substations and Distribution Stations, Street Railway
Substations,

Communication Facilities, Gas Generation and Storage Plants,
Special Utility Equipment,
Personnel, Administrative Facilities, Promotional Photos
and Events, Electrical

Equipment- Historical Pieces and Historical Events.s Th"
second descriptor is a subset
the main subject and is one of the following: name of place,
building, and/or piece

of

of

equipment, or an event. An example for the subject is Generation
Hydraulic, with the
second descriptor as the Brandon Hydraulic G.S, or
Grand Rapids Hydraulic G.S, etc.

The third descriptor is numeric. Each of the second-level
descriptors were given a

numeric code. These numbers run from I to 301. There is
the possibility that they will
increase over

time- The numeric codes are random identifiers. For example,
number i

represents the Assiniboine Thermal G.S (22kilowatt,
date 1891
date opening 1895 to

t9l6),

to 19g4, or 559 kilowatt,

and number 301 is the East selkirk Station. The fourth

descriptor is a unique reference number that follows the
numeric code, for example .6 -

77,442' stands for a photograph of pinawa that is the 17,442th photograph

i'

the

collection' Tliis is the basic control system that the Hydro-X use
in rnanaging the
Manitoba Electrical Museums photographs.

sHydro-x

Incorporated, Manitoba Electrical Museunt Photographs/Negatives/slicles,
Efc. Filing s),stent
Sttbject/Title Index- b¡, Categories (May 2,2003).
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The system promotes basic administrative control over the photograph

collection. When Hydro-X receives photographs an index card is filled out for each one.
The index card has the following fields: subject, sub-subject, photograph number, donor
number, f,rle location, photograph date, cross references, and description.e This system
resembles the paper-based card cataloguing systems used in libraries. The index card is

filled out to the best of the cataloguer's ability. I 0 In order to fill out the information
required on the index card there are two informational notebooks. One contains subject

information and the other available reference numbers. The completed index card is filed

with the photograph. The numeric references are printed on the back of the photograph.
The image is then placed in an envelope with the reference card and placed in a filing
cabinet.

To access this photographic collection the Hydro-X must be contacted and a visit
to the trailer is aruanged. A basic index in the holdings is available in the notebook. It

allows photographs of interest to be located. In2009,the Hydro-X will begin to digitize
the photographic collection in order to make it more accessible.

The Public Affairs Department of Manitoba Hydro has a professional corporate
photographer who creates and manages photographs. It is not clear how many
photographs are in the custody of this department, but photographic assignments can
result in hundreds of irnages:

eHydro-X

Incorporated, Photograph Inctex Card (May, 2003).

r0Archivists

could ask whether the descriptive title that the Hydro-X uses to label these photographs really
reflects wlry the image was taken, or does it superinrpose supplemental infonnation ontå the pìrotograph.

A specific example of ajob was
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the re-photographing

[of]

the Jenpeg

generating station. There were approximately róur
nun¿rË¿
photographs of interiors and exteriors. out of the four
hundred
photographs there were about a hundred that were considered
good

renditions.ll

This department has both paper and digital images. 12 when
the corporate photographer
is asked to take photographs by areas other than his own,
he is not responsible for the

filing and maintenance of the photographs he takes. That is the responsibility
of the
requesting area and not the image taker.l3

Before 2002 the cotporate photographer had a paper filing
system based loosely
on subjects for photographs under his control used in annual
reports. These photographs
were filed according to the repoft in which they were published.
The format of these
photographs is 35mm slides and negatives and they
were stored in binders. A formal
naming convention was not used but the photographs were given

a

job title and some

binders had dates' rn2002 a new corporate photographer
was hired and the previous

filing system was not continued. These binders of photographs were

sent to the Records

Management Section for storage and the pre-2})2Public
Affairs photographs were
entered into the Records Management database unde¡
the binder name for retrieval

purposes' Cunently, the Public Affairs Department has
a small paper photographs
collection in hanging filings, but they have truly moved to
digital format.

rrMario

Palumbo, corporate Photographer', Public Affairs Department,
Manitoba Hydro, interview by
author, digital voice recording, Winnipeg, Manitoba., (OctobËr.
+,ZOO+¡.

'trbid.
'trbid.

rn2002, Public Affairs began to use digital photography. Additional
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equipment was required to manage these records: a digital camera; a database
system; a

server. The camera chosen was the Kodak Pro i4 system. It is a DSLR, or digital
single
lens

reflex. It looks like

a 35mm camera, and

it accepts all the Nikon lenses.la The

seryer is used to store the photographs and the electronic database chosen
was portfolio

from Extensis.l5
To provide contextual description to the digital photographs in the public
Affairs
Department, its database has prescribed description and keyword fields:
Name of image: name/object reference
Business Unit: Generation/Distribution/Customer/Corporate/Other
Date of Image: Year, Month, Day
Photographer: name of photographer
Reference: code for negative/positive/proof
Image file name: year, month, alpha.tifl6

The above are the mandatory database fields must be filled out properly to ensure
the
context of the creation of the photograph is accurate. Keyword fields to aid
retrieval are:
Timeline : cun ent/historical
Animal: species
Business unit: Generation/Distributior/customer/corporate/other
Elevation: aerial/ elev ated/ground-level/lookup
Historical : place/event/situation
Name of Image: name/object reference
Personnel : name/occupation/department
Position : interior/exterior
Publication: name of publication
'tlbid.
'sjeffKeeler, Graphic Supporl Specialist, Public Affairs Department, Manitoba Hydro, interview by author,
digital voice recording, Winnipeg, Manitoba., (October 5,2004).
r6Jeff

Keller, Graphic Support Speciaìist. lVlanitohct H),clro Intage Managentent Databqse
Outline.

(February, 2003).

S

eason :
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spring/summer/falllwinter

Special: scenic/sunset
Time : moming/da y I ev eningl ni ght

I7

It is recommended that at least one of the keyword fields is completed. These
alpha
indicators are a broken down by Business Unit and other descriptors.
Two examples are
as

follows: under Generation (for Business Unit) would be 'bga' - Brandon
Generating

Station and, 'coa' - conawapa Generating station. For other, ,ana,
.sca,
-Animal and

-

scenic''8 Thes" are a few of the alpha suffixes, which allow the
cataloguing of numerous
photographs taken by the corporate priotographer on a daily
basis.

Aside from the digital photographic management system that the
corporate
photographer is using, there is another central database called
the Corporate Image Bank
that stores photographs. The images it contains are currently
available to Hydro staff via

MPower, the company's intranet. There are approximately lg0 photographs
in the
cotporate image bank.le These are stock photographs of generating
stations and wild
animal photographs to name a few. They are organized by
subject. There have been
discussions of having all of the Public Affairs photographic
collection on Mpower. but no

decision has yet been made.
The Civil Engineering Department also is an irnportant manager
of Manitoba

Hydro photographs. When this department works on rehabilitation
projects it takes on

'tlbid.
8Jeff
'

Kel ler, Graph ic Support Special ist, A lp h a D es cr i t ors (2003).
¡t

''Keller, Graphic Support Specialist, interview.

average between 400 and 500

photographs.2' If it is working on a constructed

dam, this number would be much smaller.
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Civil Engineering will search throughout the

corporation for relevant photographs for a rehabilitation project,
for example. once these
images are located they are scanned and saved on a shared-drive
that everyone on a

project has access too. For the Pointe du Bois rehabilitation
project, the photographs
were scarìned in

as

jpegs. The naming convention used reflected the photograph
albums

that the photographs were originally housed in, and the text
that was written on the
photograph and the dates are gleaned from either the
album or specific photograph and
incorporated to create the firenam".t' one example of
a file name is, 1-1909pg3lajpg,
this translates to Album

I from the date 1909, photograph located on page 31, .,a,, is the

first photograph on the page and it is saved as a jpeg image type.
This provides some
control over the photographs, but it is still necessary to view
every photograph in order to

find the specific photograph required. This is a small example
ofjust one aspect of
rehabilitation project's management of a photographic collection.
Another key area in Manitoba Hydro that manages photographs power
is
Supply
Engineering. It has an electronic file, much like a generic binder
of photographs, but
nothing is catalogued. The naming convention currently used
is the automatic numeric
jpeg that comes from the digital camera.22 There
is no standard description of the
photographs or any word document that contains contextual
information. One staff

20Flather,

Design Engineer, interview.

2'ìbid.
22Langdon,

Power Supply Engineering, interview.
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member remarks, "Sometimes if we are taking the images, we will have the date.
So we are looking at Lighting in 2005. The only reason why we did that is because we

knew we needed to use these."23 This quote suggests that the only reason that an
electronic file was created for these specific lighting photographs was because the area

knew that it would use them in the future. It is not clear how many photographs the
Power Supply Engineerin g areahas in its photographic collection.2a There is no readily
predictable number of images taken on a given project. It depends on what is being
studied.

The Project Management group in Engineering also does not have a concise way

of organizing its electronic photographs

at the present moment. They are placed in

directories on a Shared-drive, Personal-drive or Hard-drive under a subject, such as
Kelsey generating station, which has a directory of photographs.25 In order to locate a
photograph the user must flip thlough different directories, which can be like looking for
a photograph

in an album. Aside from subject-based directories, photographs are

sometimes labelled and filed under the photographer's name.
The current methodology in the Project Management area rneans that the group is

willing to spend time in finding the photographs, rather than investing time in organizing
the photographs.26 Employees are taking photographs but not being told how to name or

2rlbid.

"lbid.
"AIlan Desserre, Project Management Group, Civil Engineering Department, Manitoba Hydro, interview
by author, digital voice recording, Winnipeg, Manitoba., 28 November 2005.
turbid.

store them.27 Aswell, appraisar of photographs is not
conducted and

all
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photographs are kept' The Project Management group
in Engineering is reviewing how it
is organizing photographs in order to improve its methods.

In contrast to the above area, the Dam Safety Section
does have an organizational
system to manage its photographs. Dam safety uses
a digital camera to capture

photographs' There is not a designated photographer
for the area and typically on any
given day there are three cameras being utilized.
There is no current count of the number
of photographs in the area's custody. Dam Safety uses
other department,s paper
photographs when required' For direction on what photographs
are required, the area
uses the previous year as a guide, "quite often as
to what pictures we want to take on a

certain inspection and we will follow the same every year,
"we will take the pictures out
and line them up beside the current condition, make

... notes and go from

there.,,28

The historical photographs used by the Dam Safety group
are located throughout
the corporation. Some are with the Hydro-X, at the
museum, the Records Management
section, the abandoned paper photograph collection stored
in the building where the
group resides, and some images are in repofis and
original condition surveys.2e Dam
Safety not only uses original photographs but also those
in Hydro publications. usually

the original photograph cannot be located. The photograplis
used by this group are
scattered and require an investment in employee time
to locate them.

t7

This is a co¡nmon occurrence throughout the corporation
as there are no guidelines on how to effìciently
nìange photographs.
."Charnbers
at al. Dam Safety Group, interview.
torbid.

Dam safety's now obsolete paper photograph filing system contains
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between 40,000 and 50,000 engineer photographs. It is used by Dam Safety
on occasion

for construction and reconstruction projects. This photograph collection was well
otganized' A log was kept on each item. Each photograph has a reference number
and
was kept along with the corresponding negatives and a contact sheet.
The photographs

were described with the: location; date; and structure or building. In December
200g

Dam Safety staff entered these descriptions into an Excel spreadsheet. These
photographs were then transferred to the Records Management section
and the Excel
spreadsheet was downloaded into the Records Management sections
database.

The curent digital photographs that Dam Safety takes are stored on the
area,s
Shared drive in folders labelled under the name of a specific

facility such

as a generating

station. Within this facility folder they are subdivided again by rhe date (primarily
by
year).30 This system seems to meet Dam Safety's needs at the moment.
However the
area must have a working memory of past projects and when they
occurred to enable

speedy retrieval

ofa photograph,

because the system is not searchable through keywords

or special file names.
The Earthen Structure section of the Dam Safety group uses a similar
filing and
description procedure, with one notable added feature -- a databas

e. In2004,additional

description was added with the purchase of software that links photographs
with GpS

coordinates.3' Th. photographs are stored in a software package called picport.
Tliey

'orbid.

t'rbid.

ar.e

filed by year. For example, all the photographs created in 2004 are kept together.
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Aside from photographs Earthen Structure retains all contextually related
documents,
such as drawings. These are also located on the area's shared-drive.

The Picport database has a split screen. On the left half is a drawing
or map and
on the right-hand side is a photograph (Plate

37).tt

When the icon on the drawing is

clicked it will bring up the related photograph. The icons are colour
coded dots. Red
means settlement- Blue means seepage. These are just two of the
classifications that
have been created by the area. Each structure might use different
aspects of the

classification system.
The photographs are used while on inspection

field.

work. A laptop is taken in the

When the inspectors arrive at a specific structure, a past photograph
of it can be

called up. This enables Earthen Structures to view the curent structure
and a past
photograph of the structure. After making the comparison the group
will take a new
photograph and record any comments about the structure in the
database. The inspectors

will

note whether there is a change that could be a cause for more monitoring.33

Appraisal of photographs is not cunently done by Dam Safety. All its
photographs are kept. The ease of use of digital cameras means
more photographs are
being taken. This rising volume is leading Dam Safety to wonder whether
there ..might
be a time that we

t'rbid.
itrbid.

will

have to sit back and think, do we need all of these pictures and

come to a consensus to get rid of some. But right now, we haven,t done that. V/e
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keep them all."34 This is a common practice throughout the corporation.

In2006 the Records Management section began receiving corporate photographs
for storage. Before then photographs stayed with their creator, were donated to Hydro-X,
or were abandoned.35 A variety of departments place their textual records and
photographs in the Records Management section's custody. They expect that these
records

will

be easy to retrieve when needed. Currently Records Management provides

basic guidelines on their management and a form that must be

filled in when an area

submits records. The form enables the collection of information required to be
transferred to the database. The form records both box and folder level information. The

box information is very high level: what area owns the box; account information; date
range; and

subject. For

the more finite folder level some information is taken from the

box level but other information is also collected: name of department, individual name of
submitter; department accounting number; folder title (which is the content descriptor,
such as an album name); folder dates; notes (contextual information or reference

tems

could be placed here). This information is then recorded in the database that is also used

to identify and locate all paper records submitted to the section in order to enable their
speedy retrieval. Records Management cunently houses over 300,000 irnages and this

number grows on a daily-basis.

tolbid.
i5The

fìrst large collection that Records Managernent received was the Winnipeg Hydro Ar-chives. The
next large collection was the abandoned photograph collection mentioned in chaptei three.
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The majority of departments in Manitoba Hydro make and have

photographs. The recent arrival of digital photography encourages such widespread
use
because

it is inexpensive and easy to use. If the departments do not have their own

camera then the corporate photographer may be booked or another department,s
camera

may be borrowed and used to capture an event or moment. There is no corporate
record

of which departments own cameras. This reflects and facilitates the spread of
decentralized management of photographs within the corporation and raises
some
concerns about how well they are managed. The number of photographs
in each area is

not known. A corporate inventory needs to be done. As this chapter suggests,
some parts

of the corporation have implemented a basic management system for their photographs.
Other areas realize that there are needs to be addressed and are looking for guidance
to
manage their photographs. Yet other areas are not seeking corporate guidance,
do not
rcahze there is a problem, and continue to take more and more photographs.

yet,

Manitoba Hydro has made significant strides in dealing with overall Records
Management issues through WorkSmarl. Chapter five will make recommendations
on

how this new foundation for records management might be used to address the
corporation's remaining records management needs for photographs.
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Chapter 5
The changing Face of Records Management at Manitoba Hydro

Chapter five will demonstrate how a records management program can provide
the backbone for effective management of Manitoba Hydro's photographs.
Records
Management "is the f,reld of management responsible for the efficient
and systematic

control of the creation, receipt, maintenance, use and disposition of records,
including
processes for capturing and maintaining evidence of and information
about business

activities and transactions in the form of records."I This chapter considers:
enhancing
intellectual control of photographs; implementation of an organized filing
system; formal
means of classifying photographs for retention pulposes; and a better
method

of

description of contextual information for access to and interpretation
of the photographs.
The proper physical environment fo¡ storage of photographs and conservation
measures
are briefly discussed.

It should

be noted that photographs are a type ofevidence and

must retain links to their context and provenance so that they remain as
useful as possible
to the corporation. Finally, creation of a database for electronic control
and easy viewing

of the images will be discussed. In summary, chapter five discusses the creation
of a
comprehensive records management program that will enable images
to be linked to their
context of creation.

In autumn of 2006 the WorkSrnart project was officially launched to promote
the
tnanagement of textual and electronic records at the new downtown
Manitoba Hydro

'rso ls+9-l:2001,3.

building.2 Records Management's first step under the WorkSmart project was to
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formulate a strategy to enable Manitoba Hydro to become compliant with ISO I54Bg.3
This strategy had five steps: i) create a records retention and classification schedule using
the functional analysis approach; ii) perform a TRIM (Toss, Recycle, Information
Management);

iii)

approach the departments that would receive File Implementation

(create a File System) and perform that action;

iv) implement

a new database

for

managing paper records that are sent to the Records Management Section for storage;
and v) deliver a content management/electronic records management system to manage

digital records. In so doing Records Management has created a strong records
management base for successful systematic management of Manitoba Hydro records.

Although this new Manitoba Hydro Records Management program has not touched in
any great depth the photographic image, a foundation now exists on which images can be
managed efficiently.

I will now discuss the WorkSmart project in more detail, and its relevance to
rnanaging photographs. The first phase of the project, creation of the Records

Classification and Retention Schedule, involved creation of a hierarchical list of all
Business Units, Divisions, Departments, and Sections within the corporation. This

provided a high-level view of the many and various functions carried out by the
corporation. In order for the Classification and Retention Schedule to reflect business
2l

was the records management representative on the WorkSnlart ploject. I co-wrote tlre project plan,
folmuìating the goals of the records management area. I oversaw the work of the records *ånug.,1,.nt
consultants who were hired for this project. I gave over 100 presentations about records rnanagèment to

etrployees, ìed rreetings, and talked to areas that were directly affected by the record, ,nunug.tn.nt aspects
of the WorkSrnart project.
tFrotn

now on the ternr 'WorkSmart' wiìl be used to refer to the Records Management section.

functions and activities, it is mandatory that the schedule be "...devised in consultation
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with the records creators."4 Interviews were therefore done with Hydro employees
who
are knowledgeable about the importance of managing records created
and stored in their
areas.

These interviews provided information on the different record series created
and
stored in departments. The employees were asked a broad range of questions: ,.what
is

yout area's function?", "what activities do you do in this area to achieve
these functional
goals?", "what documents do you produce out of these activities?,,, .,how
many of these
documents do you produce and what are they titled?", "do these documents
house any
sensitive or personal information?", "ate they vital to the corporation?,,, .,how
long are
you keeping these records and in what media are these documents
created or kept in?,,.
These questions were repeated for each record series in a given area.

At the end of each interview the record series were briefly physically reviewed
for
a

file count and to ensure that nothing was overlooked. During some of these interviews

photographs were mentioned by, for example, the Public Affairs Department
and in a few

of the Civil Engineering areas. ISO I 5489-1:2001 discusses how such interviews
can be
used by a records manager to collect and identify the information needed
in order to

design a classifìcation and retention schedule.5 The interviews were the
fìrst stage in
creating a strong records management program at Hydro.

After the interviews were completed and all the data compiled, meetings were
held with both external consultants and the Records Management staff

ttso
trso

r

5489:2:2oo t, 10.

r

5¿89- l :2oo

l,

10.

i¡

order to build a

classification code system. After much debate Hydro's
Records Classification and
Retention schedule was born. As

ISo r54g9-2:200r
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states,

The systems derive their terminology from the business
functions and
activities, not the names of organizltional units. And
they ur. ,p""ifi. to
each organization and provide a consistent and
standard iuy oi
communicating across organizational units sharing
the samå information
for interrelated functions. 6

In any cotporation there is constant re-organization of
the administrative structure. If the
classification and retention schedule is tied to the constantly
evolving structure it will
become very

difficult to implement.

Hydro's Records Management Schedule consists of twelve
function-based
primary classification codes (such as "AD - corporate
Administration,,) and,l12
secondary classification codes (such as "AD0l -

Activity Tracking,,). under each of the

twelve primary codes there are between one and fifteen
secondary codes. For each
primary classifìcation a high-level description
of the function is recorded. These
definitions are to aid the user in thinking about the function
and purpose of the document
they are classifying. once this marker is established
the user then considers the
secondary classification codes in order to find the
activity within a function that this

document is supporting. To help users at this stage,
there are three paragraphs

of

explanation within the secondary classifìcation area.
Paragraph one gives a description

of wliat the secondary classification code means. The
second paragraph provides
examples of document types that are found in this
secondary code. The third paragraph
provides a list of documents that are excluded
fi'oni this secondary code and shows the
orbid.,

lo.

user where he/she should be looking for them in the
Records Retention
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and

Classif,rcation Schedule (plate 3 g).7
There are other reference points that are important for
the management

of

information on the Records Retention and Classification
Schedule: the .owner, of the
records (or areas responsible for their control) and
the retention period for the records are

listed. There are four types of retention codes at Manitoba
Hydro:

1.

uos (until

obsolete or supersed ed); 2. c+year (current prus year);
3. E+year (event prus year); and

4' P (permanent). There is a Remarks f,reld, which shows
any special retention

information' This usually pertains to event-based retention
and provides an example of
what the event was about. For example, an event could
be the end of a contract or the
decommissioning of a generating station.

Tliere is a field for Sensitivity level which indicates whether
the record contains
personal information that is related to the Freedom
of Information and protection

of

Privacy Act (FIPPA), personal Health Information
Act (PHIA), National Energy

Reliability corporation rules (NIERC), or the American
Federal Energy Regularory
Commission (FERC) (an agency that regulates the interstate
transmission of electricity,
natural gas, and

oil). Finally, there is a field for vital

Records, or documents that contain

information required by the company to maintain basic
operations. The Records
Classification and Retention Schedule enables all Hydro's
records to be classified
regardless of media

type. It provides

a broad foundation for records management

for

photographs and all other records at Hydro.

tThe

PIates section provides a hypothetical example
of a specific class code in the Records classification
and Retention Schedule. plate 3g is to be used as
a visual aid when reading chapter five.

The legal basis for the Records Classification and Retention Schedule is
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provided by the Retention Citation Table. This document relates all Acts or Regulations
governing Manitoba Hydro to specific classification codes and what these legal records
state concerning the length of time that records need to be

kept. A classification and

retention schedule must reflect the legal framework undergirding it.8 Two other key
elements of a records management system that need to be built into a schedule are

retention periods that reflect how long the corporation needs to use records in decision

making, and which records are archival.
The second step in the workSmart project was to perform Toss, Recycle,

Information Management (TRIM). This involved removing non-active corporate records
from employee work stations and transferring them to the Records Management section
for cataloguing and storage. TRIM focused on the records of the approximately 1,800
employees who were moving to the new downtown building.e

A-ong other records, the

Records Management section received photographs for storage from this phase of the

project. Duplicate, obsolete, and non-record material was shredded. Non-record material
can be defined as "...records...that do not commit an organi zationor individual to an

actiott, document any obligation or responsibility, or comprise information connected to
the accountable business of the organization."lO The end result of TRIM is that
employees were left with relevant and active lecords at their desks. They were also

tlso
eThe

t

s¿89-l :2oot, I t-12.

objective is fol the whole corporation to undergo TRIM.

'orso r 5489-2.:2oot, I 4.

provided with their first exposure to the new wider role for Records Management at
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Hydro and to the new Records classification and Retention Schedule.
The third phase of the project was called File Implementation. In this phase new
paper

filing systems using the Records Classif,rcation and Retention Schedule were

created. This is also called Record Capture in the ISO standard: "The purpose

of

capturing records systems is to establish a relationship between the record, the creator
and the business context that

it originated in, place the record and its relationship within

a

records system, and link it to other records."lt Not every area in Hydro that underwent

TRIM proceeded to this third phase. Records Management determined that an area
would receive a new filing system under File Implementation if it contained vital records
or created more records than most other areas.
The first stage of File Implementation involved gathering basic information about
where an area's records were located and who controlled and used them. The

WorkSmart team sought this information fi'om those who best understood the different
functions and uses of their records. This group not only included the creators and users
of the records, but also the manager, who had legal responsibility for management of that
depaftment's records (sign-off responsibility). A sound mallagement system must be
based on accurate information about the functions and records of a given area and the

support of its senior officials.

A fonnal meeting was then held with the departrnent to glean information about
specific records series. This determined whether the record series would be in-scope and
receive a new filing system or out-of-scope and not receive a filing system. If the record

"rso I5489-t:2ool,

I2.

series was in-scope each
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file in the series was entered into the Records Management

database, a new label was created for

it and affixed to a white folder, and re-filed.

The new classification code (with the retention period appropriate to the file) is
present on each label. There is no one standard on how the label should look,
as it is
dependent on how the area actually uses their records. Either alphabetical or numeric

identifiers could be used on folders, depending on what is easiest for access and retrieval,
and best regarding compliance/retention and security. Records Management does provide

guidance on this by supplying basic ideas about what should be on the folder label.
Records Management guidelines are: folder title, a brief description,

a2

alpha or 5

numeric locator, a date band, a cost centre, and a class code. ISO recommends that
records capture include: "classification and indexing which allow appropriate linking,
grouping, naming, security protection, user permissions and retrieval, disposition,
...
arrangement in a logical structure and sequencs,

..

,

., which facilitates subsequent use and

reference, . '."12 This is accomplished with Records Management guidelines on folder

labelling.

At the same time

as the physical transfer

of records into new labelled folders the

files were entered into the Records Management database. Tlie entry of these files can
be
seen as 'registration' under the ISO standard. Prior to

tlie WorkSmart project, files were

enteled into the Records Management database only when they were sent by the
employee to be stored with Records Management. With File Implementation, there is
a
more front-end foctts on the records than before. Records and files will be controlled in
the Records Management database as soon as they are cleated.

'tlso

15489-t :2oot, 13.
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The WorkSmart project also introduced a contenlelectronic records

management tool to control digitally bom records within the
overall records management
system: DCO from Documentum. Currently, this application works
in behind the

Microsoft Office Suite. So it appears that

a user is

in, for example, Word or Excel

creating a record but is really in DCO. Hydro has developed and
deployed DCO with the

intent to manage records at the item level, not at the folder level. When
the user saves the
item/document he/she must enter the primary and secondary classification
code on it to
mark retention. This does not start the retention of the document.
The record must be

"promoted" by the user in the system for the retention to start calculating. promoting
is
the technical tetm for when the record is complete and the retention
can start. Although

all records must have a Classification code tied to them to be saved
in DCO, retention is
not started until the record is promoted. At this stage as well, the
author's name is
automatically tagged onto the document followed by the creation date.
There is a section
to add keywords for more retrieval capability.'3 There is no set of
standard keywords to
use, but

it is suggested that departments discuss this and devise a list for their

areas.

Although records are controlled at the item level, users can search for
their records by
either creating an electronic filing (folder) structure for the records
or using the search

engine. The majority of the records will be visible to all employees
with DCO, but there
is a security option that limits access to certain ones to those who
need to see them. The
Records Managernent Section has administrative responsibilities

folthe Records

Manager module of DCO to ensure that its part of the product is
running smoothly a.d is
being used correctly by ernployees.
'tHydro is considering creation ofa thesaurus ofkeywords for the progranr areas to assist retrieval
of

recoros.

A strong Records Management Program such as Manitoba Hydro's, based
on

ISo

15489,

will
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enable photographs to be properly managed. As has been
shown in the

previous chapters photographs need to be managed system atically.
They too are records.
They help perform administrative, legal and archival functions.
The following section outlines how photographs could be integrated
into Hydro's
new records management system. Given that there are many types
of photographs at

Hydro, which are used and stored in various ways, a few different
strategies for their
management need to be created. For example, a collection of paper-based
photographs

that is no longer active should be sent directly to Records Management,
whereas
photographs that were born digital and are currently on a
Shared-drive could be placed in

DCO' Finally, it may be possible to interface the Digital Asset Management (DAM)
system with DCO to add a more specific means of managing
digital photographs. (That

will

be discussed later in this chapter.)

Manitoba Hydro will need a set of polices and procedures on how photographs
are to be handled so that they can be maintained as evidence
of corporate actions. These

procedures need to aid users in classifying, filing and accessing
photographs. The first
step in managing information is to figure out what and how much
there is to manage.

Therefore a type of records inventory needs to be created. One
of the first steps in
establishing order over photographic records is to understand how
they are organized a¡d
where they are stored, as was discussed in chapter four.

An inventory of the photographs is necessary to enable control of
the photographs
for both access and preservation. At this stage an inventory of the photographic
records
could be captured by using tlie same procedures used to obtain
infornation about

different textual record series in the WorkSmart Project File Implementation
phase.
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This would provide an estimated count of images and a preliminary
look at their current

condition' There would be some additional questions about the photographs

at this stage,

such as identifying the photographic process, and determining
their physical assemblage
(such as

if they

are mounted, un-mounted, or housed in albums) in order
to aid the

discussion of how they should be stored. As well, the photographs
can be checked to see

if they have individual or group descriptors, such as titles, date,

a creator, and a unique

numbering scheme or perhaps none of the above. This information
will help in
understanding the scope ofthe project.
The next two steps that are required to control photographs are
applying the
Records Classification Schedule to them and conducting a physical
evaluation for

damage' The function and activity that the photographs represent
within Manitoba Hydro
must be understood in order to apply classification. Photographic
records must have the
same questions asked of them as textual records such as,
"what is the function

of

photograph", and "what is the activity that it is showing." These
questions need to be
answered by the creator of the irnage. With these answers place
a
within the Records

Classification and Retention schedule can be found, and a Class
Code applied to the

image' It is important to note that no photograph should

be

judged only according to its

subject matter for retention or classification purposes. It is true
that many photographs,
such as those in the information, publicity, or educational
collections, are multi-purpose,

but from a records management perspective classification is
done by the function and

activity that the photograph performed for the creator.

Also, since photographic records may be either paper based or digital, rules
for
each type of photograph must be established.
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Like those of most corporations and

goverrìment bodies, Manitoba Hydro's records are in a hybrid state,
both paper and
electronic form.
The following section offers three hypothetical models that could be used
by a

Hydro Engineering group to manage three formats of photographs: distinct groups
of
paper photographs; paper photographs inter-filed in a paper

filing system; and digital

photographs. For paper photographs, file folder labels could be created
to store

individual or groups of photographs. These labels would be created with input
from the
owner of the photographic collection to ensure usability. The information
on the Ìabels

would be drawn from appropriate new standardized,Hydro records management
fields
such as the Class Code. The user could have input into placement of certain
fields on the

label. For example, whether they would like to organizethe information by alpha or
nutneric or Class code descriptors, as their primary finding

aid. It is recommended that

people file by the alpha or numeric as they will retrieve the f,ile from
their shelf faster.
The Class code on the folder is primarily a trigger for retention. The user
could also
decide if there is a need to store individual photographs separately, or if grouping
photographs together is preferred (Plate 39 and Plate 40).ra Both of the plates
are
examples of labels that could be applied.

I will briefly describe the above two examples of

a label design. Note that the

label information is duplicated like a mimor image on the same label, and
at the top there

raThe

Engineering plrotogt-aphs do not fit into this AD o I hypotherical Class Code.
I am providing just an
example of whele the Class Code could be placed on the foider label.
As well ì anl making the point that
all corporate records will have a class code assigned to them.

is a small black perforation line. This duplication allows the same information
to be
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posted on to each side of the folder's tab, for easy viewing, no matter
if viewed from the

left or right of the folder. The top of the label (Plate 3g) has the class code .ADO1,,
moving down the side of the label, the Class Code is repeated and the Cost
Centre
'1
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f

is captured. Below this information in the middle of the label there are
two lines

of text. The first line is the title of the folder, 'Civil Engineering Annual picnic

Photographs.' The second line is the description of the information contained
within the
folder, 'Tug-A-War Collection, 20 images.' At the base of this label is

'TU',

a reference to the beginning of the folder description line, i.e.

a2

alpha code

Tug-A-War. Thus

the viewer can see that the file contains 20 photographs of the Tug-A-War.
Another
alternative in the descriptive line is to add a 'ph'

2 alphacode as a corporate

standard

denoting that the file contains photographs. Or the 'ph' could be added
as a block
coloured alpha at the base of the file for easy retrieval accompanying the
2 alpha of the

description. The last space on the label

base is a year band that marks when the contents

in tlre folder were created, '09' is a descriptor for the year. 2009.
The top of the label (Plate 40) has a numeric code, in this case the numeric
code
could represent a photograph number that the user has assigned. Moving
down the side

of the label, note that the Class Code is recorded

'AD0l'

and the Cost Centre

,l

1

I I 1.'

Below this information in the middle of the label there are two lines of text.l5
The hrst
line is the title of the folder, 'Bob Wins, Civil Eng. Annual picnic photo.,
The second
line is the description of the information contained within the folder., ,photograph
published iu Atrnual Report 2009.' Tlie last space on the base
of the label contains the
'tThe Class Code is not prominently on the label as the other folder label exanrple. This label limits the too
many large numeric's that could confuse the user.

year that the contents in the file were created ("09" represents
the year 2009). These
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are examples of how paper photographs could be labelled and
filed as either distinct

groups or as individual items at Manitoba Hydro for easy access
by their offices of origin.
Plate 41is an example of what a f,tle room looks like after implementation
using standard
labels.
Paper photographs that are inter-filed within paper

filing systems should be left

where they are if this approach is functioning for the user. In
order to ensure that these
photographs are not forgotten in the future, I recommend that
these folders have a paper

itemized list of each photograph that they contain. The list would
contain the
photograph's title, date taken, owner, and any other information
that the owner deems
relevant to the way that they use the pliotographs. If these photographs
do get transferred

to the Records Management section this list will be entered into a
database for retrieval
and monitoring purposes.

For the filing of digital photographs, Plate 42 demonstrates a file
tree with four

hypothetical valiations on how to file. Each example is separated
by a space. one way
in which to file photos is to list the class code

'cco1'

and create a title .project Files

(Photographs).' Under this major heading subdivide the main
file into working
categories --

inthis

case by generating stations,'Grand

Rapids'and.Seven Sisters.,

Under the subject, the sub-headings are the year in which the images
were taken : ,2004-

05''

The user could add anotlier folder under the date if fuither breakdown
is r.equired.

The second example, unlike the above example, is not sub-divided
by generating stations,

just divided chronologically by year. The third example
does not have a Class Code- but

a subject

title of 'Maintenance File (photographr).,'u This main file is then
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subdivided into years, '2004-05'or'2005-06'etc.... The final example of digital
photographic filing is a specific example for DCO. The main heading is a Class Code

'CC03' and title 'Accident Files (Photographs).' This main file is then subdivided into

yeats'2004-05'. Beside the date in brackets there is the caption 'promote' or 'transitory.,
These captions are to aid the controller of the photograph in managing which

photographs are records and should be formally promoted in DCO, in order to start the

clock on their retention period and which photographs are transitory and do not need to
be moved forward to DCO to have a retention period started. The latter photographs can

simply be deleted. This structure may aid in the appraisal of corporate photographs. For
example, if there are forty photos of a fracture in concrete, the user could place one in the

'promote' folder and thirly-nine in 'transitory' folder. These are a few hypothetical filing
examples for paper photographs, photographs interfiled with paper records, and digital
photographs.
Records Management could also encourage discussion of digitization

of

photographs to provide access throughout the corporation to all Hydro imagery. in
essence, there could be a type of image bank.lT This is a secondary

priority at the

'uThe Class Codes used in the Filing systenl are just hypothetical and are to be used as visual aids in this
thesis. When the record is created in DCo it is mandatory that each individual record be class coded.
The
record will not be saved DCO if the Class code is not applied. Retention is rnanaged at an item level
not a
folder level.
rTFor

fulther discussion on digitization rnethodologies, see Helena Zinkharn, Library of Congress, USE,
yALUE, VIABILITY: Criteria./ot' Choosing Elfectit,e
Processing Levels for Visuat ilateriatl, <
ltt-tpl/./www.loc.gov/rrlpiint/tplUVV.pdÞ SAAÂ{AGARA Annùal Meetìng, gl3/06. (Viewed Janu ary 23,
2009).

moment' The most important concern is that users are managing
photographs well in
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their offrces or sending them to Records Management for
storage.
Since the late 1990s digital-born photographs have
become the popular method

of

capturing images at Manitoba Hydro. Cunently, digital photographs
are stored on shared
drives in a variety of ways, as discussed in chapter four.
In order for a digital photograph
to have descriptors that provide contextual infonnation
about the image, it is
recommended that digital photographs be moved into
Documentum DCo for
management. Another alternative would be to use a Digital
Asset Management (DAM)
interface with Documentum' DAM enables the management
of images, streaming video,
sound bites, flash animation and web-sites within a content/electronic
records

management system.ls This interface fits into the Documentum
platform and would add

functionality to Manitoba Hydro's current content/electronic
records management
system' DAM contains a storyboard, consisting of a series
of low bandwidth and
Iow-resolution thumbnails or images that display the contents
of a video file or of Adobe

PDFs'le Each thumbnail or image is treated as a rendition
of the origilal file. The
platform of Documentum at Hydro liandles classification
codes, storage of information,
permissions, workflow cycles, and the sharing of information.
The benefit of addi'g

DAM is that this interface would handle different media types
besides textual information
in a more efficient maruler.

ttEMC,

ElvlC Docttntenttun Digital Asset ll4anager Dctta sheet, <ltttp:l/www.EMC.com>
Requires EMC

Administrator rights to view. (Viewed January 25,2009).

'oEMC, Digitat AsseI Manctger, l/ersion 6.5, IJser Guicte, p/N 30000693g
www.EMC.conl> Requires EMC Administrator rights to view. (vieweJ

A0l, l4l,<http://

Junuu.y 25,2009).

Storage requirements need to be established for digital photographs.
For
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photographs in databases it is usually recommended that jpeg images
be used, as they are
fast to load due to their small
the master

file size. They are sumogate images that are derived from

file and do not have high resolution. However, a master image of the database

image should be kept. The master image should be saved as an uncompressed
format

(TIFF)'

These are capture d aT ahigh resolution and stored elsewhere outside
the

database.2o

Preservation of paper and digital photographs is a further concern of
Records

Management. The forces that threaten paper photographs in storage often
occur too
slowly to recognize. Moisture, air pollution, mould, insects, and heat in the
storage
environment can cause deterioratio.r.tt The."fore, photographs need protection
against
excess pressure' dust, abrasion, and other causes of

damage. Deterioration from poor

storage is appalling and irreversible. That is why providing propeï
storage is so

important and why upgrading storage conditions and materials is one of
the most positive
steps that can be taken to preserve Manitoba Hydro paper photographs
and negatives.

The storage envirorunent for photographs is based on controls for Relative
humidity

(RH), temperature, air pollution and light.22
For digital photographs preservation is a major issue in the future. Margaret
Hedstrom has identified the duality in the definition of digital preservation:

æCanadian

Heritage Information Network, Digitalizing Intages
for your tr4useunt. Workshop attended
October 15, 2001 .

t'Reilìy,

82.

22^
--uanadran
Collservation^lnstitute, Guidelines.for Huntidit¡t and Tentperaturefor Canaclian
Archives.
Technical Bulletin 23. (otr.awa: Department of canadian Íleritage, zooz¡.

The term 'digital preservation' refers to both preservation of
materials that
are created originally in digital form and never exist in print
or analog
form (also called "born-digital" and "electronic records;,; and the
use of
imaging and recording technologies to create digital surrãgates of
analog materials for access and preservation purposes.... Digital
materials, regardless of whether they are
in ãigitul forrn
"t"áteditritially
or converted to digital form, are threatened
by technology obsãlescence
and physical deterioration.23

10s

Manitoba Hydro must devise a means of providing access over the long
term to its digital

images. This strategy should incorporate all "digital-born" records and imaged
records.
Currently there is no solution to this problem. However, there are
three options for
Manitoba Hydro to consider: refreshing, migration, and emulation.
Refreshing means

"".

copying digital files from one storage medium to another storage
medium of the

same type to prevent media obsolescence."24 This replaces
storage media, but not

obsolete software and hardware and is not a full solution. Migration
involves ,,... the

periodic transfer of digital materials from one hardware/software
configuration to
another, or from one generation of computer technology to the
next."25 Emulation is .,. . .
the development of software that performs the functions of obsolete
hardware and other
software."26 Thit brief discussion merely touches the surface of
the problems

of

preservation of digital information. It is mentioned here
because Hydro will need to
address this for corporate photographs and all company records.
This should be a major

tilazinger'

l8 quoted fì'om Margaret Hedstrom and Sheon Montgornery (1998) Digitat preservatio,
Neecls
and Req,ire,tents i, RLG Mentbet'Instit,rions online, available at <
http ://www.rl g. org/preserv/di gpres.htm l> (v i ewed Mar
ch 23, 200
6).

lJ,

Laztnger, /b.

ttrbid.,
turbid.

Tt

.

component of any further future development of Records Management
at Manitoba
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Hydro.

An institution's photographs must fall under

a records management

umbrella and

be classified and scheduled along with all other records. They are vital
and useful

evidence of corporate functions. Photographs need to be systematically
managed by

Hydro and Records Management can aid the corporation in doing so. By having
an
established Records Management program based on ISO 15489 Manitoba
Hydro
able to do so.

will

be
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Conclusion

This thesis demonstrates that photographs are records of great importance
to

Manitoba Hydro and the people of the province and that these records need
to be
managed

well.

These images hailed the new era of electricity in the early twentieth

century. Images of electricity's uses promised an end to the drudgery of household
or
farm chores. They were also used by hydro-electric companies to try to
build a sense of
corporate 'family'and loyalty to the company among its employees.
As well,
photographs offered technical information about new equipment
that needed to be
installed and maintained.
Today, Manitoba Hydro uses older and contemporary photographs
to assist with
the maintenance of hydro-electric installations and in its public
relations

work. Although

there is no doubt about the importance of photographs to Manitoba
Hydro, there has not
as yet been a systematic strategy

to manage them. They have been managed

i¡

a

variety

of ways by the units that have created or inherited them. Manitoba Hydro's
recent
comprehensive revision of its records management system through
the 'WorkSmart,
project has put the corporation's records management program
on a new footing that
provides an improved foundation for addressing photographic
records. This thesis has
suggested how records management for photographs might be dealt
with

i¡

future

development of the cotporation's records management program. In
so doing, the thesis
has also attempted to make a contribution to the

literatule on photographs.

still lirnited records management
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Flates

Plate 1: Manitoba Power Commission Annual Conference. Group of District
Supervisors in front of the lOtl' Street office in Brandon.
Source: Hydro-X Photograph Collection
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 2: City Hydro Hockey Team, 1938.
Source: Hydro News, (May, 1938). Winnipeg Hydro Archives.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro

Plate 3: cify Light and Power 3''d Annual Picnic, Grand Beach. July 29th, lgz0.
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Alchives
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 4 and Plate 5: Excerpts from the Hydro News.
Source: Hydro News (October, 1921). Winnipeg Hydro Archives.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro

Plate 6: Cyclone Damage as portrayed in the Hydro News,1922.
Source: Hydro Nev,s (July, 1922). Winnipeg Hydlo Archives
Used Witli Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 7: Hydro Follies, 1927.
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 8: winnipeg Hydro's Main office on King street, circa 1930's.
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used'With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
I

Plate 9: Winnipeg Hydro,s Diamond Jubilee Float, 1927.
Source: Hydro Nev,s (July, 1927). Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 11: Cover of the Manitoba Power Commission nelyslett er, Town ond Farm)
November 1946.
Source: Hydro-X Collection
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 12: Model Kitchen where housewives could receive hands on help.
Source: Album HA.28.2001. Winnipeg Hydro Archives.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro

Plate 13: Manitoba Power Commission, Appliance Showroom, circa 1930's. Source:
Hydro-X Collection
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 14: Float from the Portage la Prairie parade. Ms. Herman Wenzel and Ms.
Bert Wynne stand beside the only electric stove available for sale in the cify. 1926.
Source: Hydro-X Collection
Used V/ith Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 15: 100'000 Customer story from the Manitoba Power Commission Bulletin,
November,1954.
Source: Hydro-X Collection
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 16: Ernie Render, Manitoba Power Commission Business Representative (with
hand on motor) explaining the various uses of electric motors at a Fietd Day event.
Source: Hydro-X Collection
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 17: Pointe du Bois Generators.
Source: Hydro News (January, 1923). Winnipeg Hydro Archives.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydr-o

Plate 18: Early gas engine Digger, June 1930.
Source: Hydro-X Collection
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 19: 69KV Solid Type I conductor 350,000 CM cable,Installed lg4ï. Source:
Winnipeg Hydro Archives.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 20: Page from the ll/innipeg Hydro: Reflectiotts l9I1 To 2002, pertaining to
Pointe du Bois.
Source: Winnipeg Hydro, Iilinnipeg Hydro: Reflections I 9l I To 2002, (Winnipeg:
Winnipeg Hydro, 2002), 30.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydlo
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Plate 21: Man Scaling a Hydro Pole.
Source: Hydro-X Collection
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 22: A Manitoba Dairy Farmer in his energy efficient barn.
source: Manitoba Hydro-Electrical Board,53''d Annual Report (winnipeg: Manitoba
Hydro,2004),36.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Flydro
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Plate 23: Hydro Representative at Shamattawa
Source: Manitoba Hydro-Electrical Board,53'd Annuar Report (wi6ipeg:
Manitoba

Hydro,2004),30.

Used With Pennission of Manitoba Hydro

PIate 24: winnipeg winter overlooking the Assiniboine River
Source: Manitoba Hydro-Electrical Board,53''d Annrral Reltort,(Winnipeg:

Hydro,2004),29.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydr.o
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Plate 25: Pointe du Bois
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used With Pennission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 26: Pointe du Bois, Power House Excavation, July 31, 09
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 27: Pointe du Bois, Mixer at Stone Crusher, August 17, 09
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 28: Pointe du Bois, Bending Steel for Wheel Pits
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 29: Pointe du Bois, General View Looking North
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 30: Pointe du Bois, Power House Apron Reinforcement
Source: Winnipeg Hydro Archives
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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3l: Proposed template of a Handrail
Source: Manitoba Hydro, Safety & Fall Protection Projects, Scoping Memorandunt
Concept Sketch (Winnipeg: Manitoba Hydro, February 19, 2005).

Plate

Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 32: Seven Sisters, Concrete Fill in the depression in rock, on line of Spillway
section, September 26, 1929.
Source: Manitoba Hydro, Civil and Geotechnical Departments, Generating Projects
Division, Seven Sisters Generaling Station, Reference Volume-Concrete Construction
and Concrete Repairs,(Winnipeg: Manitoba Hydro, November 197S),photo 6.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 33: Photo 9 - May 29,1930 south non-overflow dam - showing chute
arrangement.
Source: Manitoba Hydro, Civil and Geotechnical Departments, Generating Projects
Division, Seven Sisters Generating Station, Reference Volume-Concrete ConsÍruction
and Concrete Repairs,(Winnipeg: Manitoba Hydro, November 197S),photo 9.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate34: Grand Rapids, 1964 photo lt3I6SE.
Source: Dam Safety, Manitoba Hydro.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 35: Grand Rapids, 1964 photo 11316-NE.
Source: Dam Safety, Manitoba Hydro.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro

Plate 36: Grand Rapids photograph 2000 07 13 is a current photogra ph of 1964
image.
Source: Dam Safety, Manitoba Hydro.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydr.o
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Plate 37: Example from the Picport database.
Source: Dam Safety, Manitoba Hydro.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 38: Example of a classification and Retention Schedule, focused on a specific
Class Code.
Note: This example is both theoretical and hypothetical; it was created just as a visual
reference for tliis thesis.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 39: A Alpha Folder Label Design for Filing Photographic Collections.
Note: This example is both theoretical and hypothetical; it waJcreated just as a visual
reference for this thesis.
Used'With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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Plate 40: A Numeric Folder Label Design for Filing Photographic Collections.
Note: This example is both theoretical and hypothetical; it was crèated just as a visual
refelence for this thesis.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro

Plate 4l: Example of a File Room using standardized labels.
Used With Pemrission of Manitoba Hydro
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Example

Ù

1:

CCll Project Fites (photographs)

D
ù
ù
ù

Grand Rapids
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07

n
n

2007-08
2008-09

D

Seven Sisters

ù
ù
ù
n
ù

2004-05
2005-06
2006-07

2007-08
2008-09

Example 2:

Ù

CC02 Maintenance Fíle (photographs)

ù
ù
ù
n
n
ù

2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07

2007-08
2008-09

Example 3:

D Maintenance File (Photographs)
ù 2004-05
ù 2005-06
n 2006-07
n 2007-08
n 2008-09
Example 4:

Ù

CC03 Accident File (Photographs)

ù

rn

2007-08 (Promote)
2007-08 (Transitory)

D 2008-09(Promote)
b 2008-09 (Transitory)
Plate 42: Example of an Electronic File Plan for Photographs rvith a Variety
of
Folder Tree Titles that could be createct by the User.
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Note: This example is both theoretical and hypothetical; it was created just as a visual
reference for this thesis. CC represents Class Code. The above examples use a generic
Class Code within an electronic file plan. Although within DCO all records are classified
at the document level, so you do not need to represent the Class Code in the file plan.
Used With Permission of Manitoba Hydro
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